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Balconies cause hazard
for Bahias residences
by Stacey M. Stanfield
USD is renowned for its excellent
architecture, but exactly how safe
are the buildings on our campus?
Residents of the San Antonio de
Padio Apartments (the "Bahias")
have been asking themselves this
question since it has been discov
ered that most of thebalconies serv
ing their apartments have become
extremely deteriorated.
According to Roger Manion, Di
rector of USD's Physical Plant, the
heavy rain that occurred the eve
ning of Monday, November 19
caused the balcony of apartment
302 to become absorbed with wa
ter. At approximately 8:30 Tues
day morning, the plaster bottom of
the balcony became separated from
the building and collapsed onto the
balcony below.
Although no injuries occurred,
Manion states that "a couple of cars
received scratches"as a result of the
falling plaster. To the best of his
knowledge, however, no claims
have been brought against the Uni
versity.
This incident exposed the degen
erated condition of the lumber out
of which the balconies were con

structed. Apparendy, said Manion,
"the wood was highly deteriorated
as a result of dry rot and fungus."
After investigation of all the build
ing's balconies, it was ascertained
that "poor architecture" prevented
proper drainage during rains.
Hence, water would become ab
sorbed in the balconies with no way
of escaping. This resulted in thedry
rot and fungus which eventually
caused the balcony to collapse.
This investigation revealed that
most of the balconies were suffer
ing from this condition, except for
those on the first floor, which are
built of cement only, not wood.
Apparently, the rest of the building
has not suffered such deterioration.
In order to prevent any injuries to
residents, Physical Plant workers
bolted the sliding glass doors lead
ing to all of the balconies so that
they will only open 6 inches.
According to Manion, only the
outer half-circle areas of the balco
nies are deteriorated in thismanner,
whereas the rectangular areas closer
tothebuildingarenoL To deal with
this problem, the University has
continued on page 3

Going, Going, Gone...
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But, when will they come home?
Family and friends bid farewell to the ten ships that set sail for Saudi Arabia last week at the
San Diego port. The Vista will have a series of articles relating to the Persian Gulf Crisis in
the last issue of the semester next week.

USD remembers Dr. Joanne
Dempsey, "a pilgrim soul"
"She had a beautiful mind and a beautiful heart; her faith and valor will always be an inspiration to
those who knew her. We will miss her terribly,as her gifts of grace and wisdom enriched ourDepartment
in a special way." - Sr. Betsy Walsh, English Department Chair

photo courtesy of Public Relations

by Rhonda L. Nourse
Dr. Joanne Dempsey, a professor
of English at USD died of heartfail
ure in her Mission Hills home last
Thursday at the age of 44.
A memorial mass was held in her
honor Dec. 4 in Founder's chapel.
Eulogies were given by Virginia
Muller and Dr. Dennis Rohatyn.
Dr. Dempsey taught at USD for a
decade. "In many ways, she repre
sented this university at its best-a
person of character, faith and intel
ligence," said Patrick Drinan,Dean
of Arts and Sciences.
Dr. Dempsey, a native of Minelo,

New York, came to USD in 1980
after previously teaching at Har
vard, at Boston University and at
Vassar College.
The year before coming to USD
Dr. Dempsey received her doctor
ate in English from Harvard. She
was fluent in four languages, and
was a patron of the Old Globe
Theatre.
She studied at the British Mu
seum, at the Warburg Institute in
London, and at the American Acad
emy in Rome.
"Although she never took delight

in California as she did for Ox
ford, Florence, or New York
where she was at ease, the Uni
versity was her real home," said
Muller.
"She gave all of herself to this
community, and especially to her
students, whom she loved."
Dempsey is survived by her par
ents, retired Judgeand Mrs. Wil
liam J. Dempsey of Mineola,
N.Y. and her brother, William J.
Dempsey Jr. who is with theDis
trict Attorney's office in Nassau
County, NY.
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Middle class students finding it
more difficult to pay for college

Discussion on Middle East
examines USD viewpoints
by Donna DiMatteo

|Start playing the lottery. With the cost of college
tuition rising, students are looking for more and more
alternative ways to fund their education.
by Rhonda L. Nourse
Fewer students from moderate income
families are enrolling in public and pri
vate institutions, a new study has found.
The COFHE study, conducted by 32
people from the country's most selective
institutions, including Ivy League uni
versities and such colleges as Northwest
ern, Smith, Swarthmore, and John
Hopkins, found that the high cost of many
public and private institutions may be
driving away middle income students.
The study's principle author, Morton
Schapiro, a Williams College economics
professor, described the decline as
"middle-income melt" in the Nov. 14
issue of "TheChronicle of Higher Educa
tion." This meltresults from aslightdownward shift in the number of middle-in
come families considered to have moder
ate incomes, $40,000 to$60,000, accord
ing to the federal government.
"Schapiro's study can't compare with
USD because it is a moderatly priced
private institution," said Judy Lewis, Di
rector of Financial Aid. The department's

statistics donot show a decrease in middleincome student enrollment
Statistics from the department showed
that only 32 percent of USD students on
financial aid actually fall into the middleincome bracket that Schapiro's study re
ferred to. Students from lower-middle
income families constitute 56 percent on
those on financial aid.
"Although the number of people on fi
nancial aid increased this year from last
year," according to Lewis, "USD is not a
high costinstitution likethe ones involved
in the COFHE study." She believed that
the study does not reflect USD's financial
aid or its middle-incomegroup that it rep
resented.
In fact, at USD 56 percent of its students
are on some form of financial aid said
Lewis. Aid can take theform of academic
scholarships, need-based scholarships,
loans and work study. Students can have
any combination of aid in their financial
aid package.

Delia Sigma I'i announces

continued on page 3

Recently a student/faculty forum sat down
and analyzed the Middle East Crisis. The
panel featured a student from the Middle
East and two faculty members.
On the panel was USD Business professor
Dr. Harber who was recommended to the
panel by Dr. Yakan. Dr. Yakan, from Leba
non, teaches Politics in the Middle East.
Ramez Faza is a USD student from Jordan.
Mediator and engineer of the program was
AS Secretary of Academics Karin Anderson.
Anderson said, "The reason for the student/
faculty forum is to have interaction between
students and faculty and for ideas to formu
late outside of the classroom."
The three panel members opened up with
theirviewson the Middle Eastcrisis and then
answered questions from the audience.
Harber supports Bush and feels that the
President is acting correctly by sending
American troops. Yakan said, "[In recent
years] this is by far the most dangerous crisis.
War should be used as a final result"
Faza commented, 'The US resents the fact
that a third world country would become a
super power. The US never came to our aid
when we needed them.
All we see is the US coming to the Middle
East not because of oil but because they were
worried that Iraq would become a super
power.
A lot of people could die. It would be Arabs
against western countries and it would get so
ugly that we would have another world war.

There is not enough justification for so many
troops to go to the Middle East. The US
always played a double standard with us."
Moving the discussion along, Anderson
introduced a new point: "On the news today
the Security Council set a date as January
15."
Yakan replied,"I wouldn't blame the US in
taking certain unfriendly positions. The fault
is Iraq's as well as American's. We should
not blame the US for all the problems taking
place in the Middle East.
"If there is a problem we should make use
of the international system of justice. There
are many avenues that could be utilized to
avoid war. I cannot say that Americans, the
American system are prejudiced to Arab
people."
An audience member voiced disagreement
with Faza. He felt it wasn't as black and
white a situation as Faza put it. The partici
pant couldn't see "how we are walking all
over Saudi Arabia unwelcomed and how the
Saudis are so easily manipulated."
Yakan concluded the discussion by say
ing: "Issues in the Middle East are not so
simple and cannot be understood in black
and white."
Anderson finished, "I am very pleased with
how everything went. It is nice to see that so
many people are interested in learning about
the Middle East and are concerned about it.
We don't just want to sit back—we want to
learn more!"
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1157 Columbia St. (at "B" St.). Downtown
234 BREW (2739) * OPEN DAILY

America's Finest City.
San Diego's Finest BeersT

HOURS:
Mon.Thurs.:
Fri & Sat.
Sundays:

11:30 A.M.- 12 midnight
11:30 A.M.- 1 A.M.
11:30 A.M. - 10 P.M.

SI BEER HAPPY HOURS:
Mon. Thurs.: 1:00 P.M. 6:00 P.M.
FREE BREWERY TOURS:
Sat. & Sun :
1:00. 2:00 & 3:00 PM
and by appointment

PRE-APPROVED LINE OF CREDIT
YOUR WINDOW OF OPPORTUNITY!
For revolving credit convenience or overdraft protection, our Pre-Approved Line
of Credit (PAL) has you covered. So, whenever opportunities arise, such as vacations,
or great deals on furniture or major appliances, your FAL is ready and waiting.
Once established, you can access your PAL by ATM. by mail, or through your
checking account. And you pay finance
charges only on the credit you use. Call
iSSlfl
or stop by for details or an application.
San DiegoTeachers' C redit Union
The rest is a breeze!
4470 Park Boulevard, San Diego, CA 92116

L

NCUA

5901 Balboa Avenue, San Diego, CA 92111
8131 Allison Avenue, La Mesa, CA 92041
(619) 491-3500
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Rain and faulty construction attributed to deterioration
continued from page 1
hired a company toremovethehalf-circles,
spray the unaffected wood to prevent de
terioration, re-plaster the remaining part
of the balconies, and secure them with
iron railings.
Says Manion, this process will take place
during intersession, and should be com
pleted in time for the beginning of the
Spring semester.
Student reaction to this incident is var
ied. One residentof the apartments states
that she feels "slightly inconvenienced"
by the situation, but she is "glad that they
are correcting the problem."
Another resident expresses concern as to
the safety of the rest of the building.
"How do I know that the floor of my
apartment won't just collapse under my
feet one day?"
When asked why it took an incident such
as this to call attention to the poor condi
tion of these balconies, Manion stated that
"the problem was so internal that it would
have been difficult to discover from the
outside." Physical Plant does conduct
quarterly preventive maintenance inspec
tions in an attempt to maintain the safety
of campus buildings.
Since this is the only building on campus
that has balconies, it is not expected that
other buildings will suffer this same con
dition. Nor does it appear that University
buildings are deteriorating in any other

photo by Drew Leithead

way.
Manion is not aware of what the actual
repair costs will be, or what area of the
University will be funding them. A cost
estimate should be secured by next week.

The Bahias were built thirty years ago
by a private company. The University
purchased theapartments in 1973 to house
students.

...equal aid
for students
continued from page 2
Generally, USD's financial aid
packages serve as a supplement to a
student's need,and not as a means to
completely finance an education said
Lewis. "Middle- income families
with financial need who haveplanned
ahead are usually able to provide
their share, in addition to USD's fi
nancial aid, toward the educational
costs of USD," said Lewis. Other
means of financing should be inves
tigated such as local area scholar
ships, saving summer job monies,
and student loans.
Lewis emphasized the importance
of outside scholarships since money
from state and local governments
seems to go to programs other than
education.
USD's financial aid office currently
puts together twopackets to help stu
dents in their search for other means
of aid: "AGuidetoOutside Resources
of Financial Aid" and "A Guide to
Alternative Financing."
Sixty-one percent of students this
year received private aid which is an
increase from last year. Lewis' ad
vice is to apply for everything to see
what is available, which will help
keep college expenses at a minimum.

We'd like to
compliment you
on your choice.
Save now on select color Macintosh systems.
Now through January 5,1991, take advantage of special savings when you
buy a Macintosh® Hsi, Macintosh lid, or Macintosh Ilfx computer and an AppleColor'"
High-Resolution RGB Monitor.*
Whether you choose the new Macintosh Ilsi, Apple's latest powerful, affordable
system. Or the Macintosh Dei, known for its high performance and expandability. Or the
maximum-performance Macintosh Ilfx, with its virtually unlimited expandability. You'll
be getting a system of lasting value. Not to mention special savings when you buy your
system with the AppleColor High-Resolution RGB Monitor.
Hurry in today for a closer look at these Macintosh II systems. You'll praise their
value, and we'll compliment you on your choice with special savings. No matter
which system you choose.
For more information please visit the USD Bookstore
or call 260-4551
Hours:
Monday - Thursday
9am-6pm
Friday
9am-4pm
Saturday
9am-lpm
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Hands off...buster!

photo by Chris McNulty

Scott and Stacey Stanfield, above, participate in the Self-Defense workshop held in association with Public Safety last
week. Students were asked to await attack from behind and turn to retaliate. See story page 12.

San Diego Needy Food Drive feeds hungry
by Jackie Aussie
The poor of San Diego received some 80
cans of food and 11/2 boxes of used clothing,
thanks to USD donators.
The San Diego Needy Food Drive, spon
sored in part by the Black Student Union, ran
from Nov. 12 to Nov 27 with designated
containers located in three residence halls,
the main floor of the Maher Hall and the
University Center.
According to Vanessa Nash, Public Rela
tions Officer of the Black Student Union, the
canned food and clothing drive originated
with Associated Students. The BSU sent the
collected donations to a Southeast San Diego
organization.
AS received a portion of the donation and
sent it to a family and community charity

organization called Neighborhood House in
Linda Vista.
Tara Allgood, Director of Athletics and the
San Diego Needy Food Drive on Campus,
said that students are on a tight budget and
are limited in what they can donate to charity.
"Some people don't take the time to gather
items for donation. People are busy with he
close of the semester.
"Others find it hard to give because they
don not have a well-stocked cupboard of
canned food," said Allgood.
Nash was amazed by the amount donated,
especially in the Maher Hall location, where
there was "nearly 40 cans in one box at one
time."
Nash says the turnout for Maher Hall was

outstanding because"the building includes a
Residence Hall and students don't have kitch
ens. They don't cook much, as they would if
they lived in the apartments.
"For those who went out of their way to buy
canned goods,I'm really amazed how much
they did give."
Allgood gavea contrasting view on the San
Diego Needy Food Drive by say ing,"It didn' t
bring in as much as we had hoped for. "We
didn' t have any set goal or projection, but we
had hoped for a more generous turnout."
In regards to the overall impression of the
drive, Nash replied, "There is always more
that could have been donated, but every little
bit counts. It means a hungry person will get
fed."

IMMIGRATION
Hair & Nails By Marti
50% OFF'
With this coupon

Womens haircut & style $25.00
Mens haircut & style
$16.00
Color
$30.00 & Up
Perms
$55.00 & Up
Full Set Acrylics
$30.00
Fills
$15.00

279-9117
(Ask for Marti)

In Newharts Salon
4373 Convoy Street
(Linda Vista Road turns into Convoy)
* First Time Clients Only.

Business &
Personal Injury Law

Fr. Foley takes
unexpected leave
by Michael Williams
Late last month Father Patrick Foley took
an unexpected and sudden leave of absence
from the University and his "Belief and
Unbelief' class.
According to the Dean of Arts and Sciences
Patrick Drinan, "We are not aware of all the
circumstances surrounding Father Foley's
departure except that it was due to personal
reasons and involved thefailing health of his
parents, and his own."
A student in his class who wished to remain
anonymous said, 'The strain in his personal
life was very apparent on his face, and only
got worse as the semester progressed."
Another student added, "I guess the stress
he was under in his private life got too much
to bear."
It is unknown at this time the status his
condition, or if he will be returning to US D to
finish out the semester. In the meantime,
Dean Drinan has assigned Professor Maria
Nicholas to teach the class. "Maria is a very
competent educator, and as far the students
are concerned, the grade they will receive
will be a combination of what they were
getting with Fr. Foley and grades received
with Nicholas."
According to one of the unnamed students,
"It is unfortunate what has happened to Fa
ther Foley and we sympathize with his suf
fering, but are pleased with the handling and
concern of the situation by the school."

THE STUDENT
TICKET
ROUNDTRIP

LONDON
from $430
PARIS
FROM $660
COSTA RICA
FROM $530
CARACAS
FROM $530
MEXICO CITY FROM $250
BANGKOK
FROM $989
TOKYO
FROM $575
NYC/BOS/D.C. FROM $298
CHICAGO/DALLAS FROM $238
MULTI-STOP
LAX-TAHITI-COOK ISLANDSAUCKLAND-SYDNEY-SURFACECAIRNS-HONOLULU-LAX from $1325
LAX-BALI-HONG KONG- TOKYO-LAX

FRIARS
REALTY

from $1099
• LOW COST ONE WAYS
• FLY INTO ONE CITY & RETURN
FROM ANOTHER
• EURAIL PASSES / I D. CARDS
• CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE
INFORMATION

THE STUDENT TRAVEL NETWORK

*FREE Consultation*
INTERNATIONAL LAW et al
401 West 'A' St. #1905
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BLDG
SAN DIEGO 92101
236-8587
VISA

Specialist in
Mission Valley
Condo and
Townhouse Sales

(619) 291-1230

1-619-286-1322
6447 EL CAJON BOULEVARD
SAN DIEGO, CA 92115

STA TRAVEL

Crime Watch

by Scott Stanfield
On 11/26, a section of the double gate by
Via Las Cumbres Drive had chain link
material loose and bent upward at the bot
tom, possibly for a person to crawl through.
It was reported that a blue Honda Accord
was stolen from the Olin West parking lot.
On 11/27 it was reported that a Honda CRX
parked in the loading zonein front of Found
ers on Marion Way was receiving a citation
when the car's owner came out of Founders.
The owner reacted in a belligerent manner,
while the officer explained that it was not a
convenience parking zone. When the officer
involved stepped in back of the vehicle to
obtain a USD permit number, the driver
started the vehicle and attempted to drive
forward out of the space in a hurried manner.
The front bumper of the driver's car im
pacted with the rear bumper of thecar parked
in front of her, a red VW bug. The left shock
absorber on the VW's bumper collapsed and
then rebounded when the driver of the Honda
backed up.
The owner tried to drive away a second
time, when she was informed by the officer
that it would be a hit and run. Thedriver still
refused to cooperate until the officer had the
SDPD contacted. At that point the driver
provided all requested identification and
information.
It was reported that on 11/28 an attempted
vehicle theft occurred in the Sports Center
parking lot. The owner of a grey Toyota
pickup truck saw that the right window of his

car was broken and a suspect in the vehicle
was tampering with the ignition. The four
suspects escaped before the police arrived.
A report on 11/28 states that a 1987 VW
GTI2 Door, Metallic Blue was stolen from
where it was parked on Marion Way.
On 11/29 it was reported that two individuals
were observed trying to force a broken tree
branch into a car below it. Both suspects
were caught, and one admitted uprooting
plants and tearing the branch from the tree
along with the other suspect. There was no
damage tothe vehicle according to the owner.
Both suspects were admonished and released.
On 11/30 it was reported that the computer
room in Maher Hall suffered a power loss.
The breaker switches in apanel leading tothe
computer room, were all found in the off
position.
*To help prevent future car theft, Public
Safety advises that Car owners do the follow
ing:
Move and check on your car every day.
Most of the cars that are stolen and broken
into have been sitting in the same spot for a
couple of weeks. This tells the potential
thief/vandal that it will be a while before the
crime is discovered.
Car owners in Maher that park up at the
Sports center should check on their cars and
move them at least once a day. This also
applies to residents of Camino Founders who
park in the Camino Founders parking lot.

IN THE ARMY, YOU'LL
TAKE CHARGE IN
MORE WAYS THAN ONE.
There's an added dimension to being a nurse in the Army.
You'll have increased health care responsibilities. And
you'll enjoy the respect and prestige that come naturally to
people who serve as officers in the Army Nurse Corps.
You'll he a respected
member of an exceptional
health care team. Your
opinion and counsel will
he actively sought and
listened to. And you'll
have the opportunity to
practice nursing in a vari3 ety of environments, from
high-tech military hospi
tals to MASH units, from
flight lines to field hospi
tals, in the United States
or overseas.
Here are some of the reasons to consider becoming an
Army Nurse: good pay and benefits, opportunities for con
tinuing education in your chosen specialty, seniority that
moves with you when you do, and job experience you can't
put a price tag on.
Discover the Army Nurse Corps difference. Talk to an
Army Nurse Recruiter today, (ask about the $5,000 cash bonus)

ARMY NURSE SELECTION TEAM
SSG Paul Whitten
(619) 483-2397

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE!
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Student car thefts and
break-ins on the rise
| Lock it up! Students axe faced with the danger of
having their car stolen from campus. Some attribute
it to the surrounding high crime neighborhood.
Regardless, two more disappeared last week.
by George C. Ramirez
There have been eleven cases of auto
break-in's this semester alone, according
to University Police. All of them have
taken place in the parking lot near Torero
field, says Officer Roman Keating.
Campus security has not been able to
catch any perpetrators, but Keating is
certain that there are two possible sus
pects, one who pops locks and the other
breaks windows. He is also certain that
these are not USD students.
According to one student, junior Kevin
Dooley, his 1987 Toyota 4 Runner was
stolen on Marion Way near Harmon Hall
late in the afternoon.
His car was found later that nightby the
US/Mexican border. "The doors were
gone, the stereo was found stolen, they
stripped the seats off, and the front of the

car looked as if they ran a pole through
it," says Dooley.
Campus security now patrols the cam
pus "unsystemically," according to
Keating. By patroling the parking lot
near Torero field at spontaneous times of
the day, it doesn't leave a pattern for
suspects to follow.
Keating believes that keeping valuable
outofsightmaypreventabreak-in. "Too
many people leave their car registrations
in their glove compartments, thieves take
them and then sell them, and the owners
are unable to get their cars back," ex
plains Keating, "they should be left at
home."
"It doesn't matter where you are," says
Keating, "an auto break-in is something
that can't be prevented completely."

Summer Employment
Opportunities with
The MITRE Corporation
Lajolla. CA
The MITRE Corporation is currently interviewing for positions
which will be available during the summer of 1991. Both positions
will be working closely with academic scientists and/or other office
staff at our LaJolla, CA field site.

Receptionist
Take responsibility for answering and screening phone calls,
taking messages, and assisting in controlling building access
by checking identification ana escorting requirements. Spe
cific tasks include: coordinating pick-ups and deliveries of
packages, maintaining a visitor log, temporary badge and
out-of-nours logs, plus daily accountability of visitor badges.
To qualify, you must have a high school diploma or equiva
lent, a typing proficiency certificate (35 wpm), and possess
tact ana good judgment. Experience as a Receptionist is
extremely desirable.

Facility Helper
Perform a variety of duties: setting up and maintaining confer
ence rooms; moving furniture and equipment; ordering, pick
ing up, and maintaining inventory of supplies; reproducing
large quantities of documents; driving, loading and unload
ing trucks; assisting with mass mailings; and handling express
mail needs. You must have a high school diploma or equiva
lent and be able to perform light typing. A valid driver's
license is required.

Call us to set up an interview.
To arrange a personal appointment, please contact
Ms. CharTene Bennett at 619-459-9701 between January 7-18, 1991. We are an equal opportunity/
affirmative action employer. U.S. Citizenship required.

MITRE
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Simple ways to help the environment
by Andy Beddinger
Why is it so much easier to read
the books you unexpectedly find
than the books you wereassigned to
read for history class?
Not only is it easier for me to read
these books, but I often learn more
from them.
One of these books I recently came
across is "50 Simple Things You
Can Do to Save the Earth." I had
heard of it, but I had not seen it until
my recent trip to the camping store.
The small price of the book was
quickly added tomy creditcard bill.
This 96 page work put out by the
Earth Works Group of Berkeley has
captivated and moved me for two
reasons. The first is that it contains
astonishing figures about the im
pact that oureveryday lives haveon
the environment.
The second is that it proposes
simple (truly easy) ways by which
we as individuals can reverse the
trend of planetary destruction.
The following facts were taken
from the book:
—At the rate we are generating
garbage, we need 500 new dumps
every
year.
—LA residents drive 142 million
miles—the distance from Earth to
Mars—every single day.
—Artificial color is added to the
feed of commercial, egg-laying hens
to color their yolks.
—Every three months, the US
throws away enough aluminum to
rebuild our commercial airfleeL
Sometimes I get too flabbergasted
and haveto put thebook down. The
amazing thing about these figures is
not their sheer size.
The amazing thing is that most of
the astonishing facts could be dras
tically reduced if we all just took it
upon ourselves to do something
about it. This is where the main
focus of the book comes into play.
It gives not only simple ideas on
how to improve the situation, but
also specific information about
carrying out the suggestions. Where
the book lacks specifics, it gives
ample lists of sources that contain
good ideas.
I found a few of the book's sug

gestions could be put togood use in
a college atmosphere.
The first thing that caught my eye
was the heading about six-pack
rings. The rings often find their
way into our nation's waterways
and oceans where they become vir
tually invisible.
Gulls, terns, and pelicans as well
as sea lions and seals often ingestor
become tangled in the rings. Death
is the almost inevitable result.
Simple things to do are snip the
rings into pieces before you throw
them away and pick them up if you
see any lying around the beach.
The enormous amount of tires used
in this country has created tremen
dous disposal problems. They do
notdo well in conventional landfills
because they trap gases which rise
to the surface after they have been
buried. The nature of tires does al
low them to decompose, which is a
desired quality.
Keeping tires properly inflated not
only saves gas, but also saves the
life of a tire. When purchasing new
tires, find out what will happen to
your old ones. Either patronize a
dealer who plans to recycle them or
take them to a recycling center
yourself.
As Southern California feels the
grip of a drought you can save water
without ever missing it
The next time you are brushing
your teeth, shaving or washing
dishes by hand, turn the tap off
except when the water is specifi
cally needed.
Sounds simple enough but most of
us are not even aware of the running
water sometimes.
There are a couple of things to
remember the next time you buy
something at a store. The first is
that"biodegradable" plastics are not
biodegradable; they just break up
into smaller pieces of plastic.
Also, paper bags are degradable
but grocery store bags are always
made from virgin paper. They may
say "recyclable" but never "re
cycled."
If you do not need a bag to carry
your purchase, do not take one. If
you know that you are going to buy

a lot, then take one or two bags of
your own into the store.
Heavy metalssuch as mercury and
cadmium are used in the batteries
that power walkmans, cameras and
the like. Prolonged exposure to
mercury can havesome detrimental
effects.
The book tells the story about
hatmakers in the 1600's who used
mercury to treat felt and fur and
began acting strangely. Since the
effects of mercury poisoning were
not known, everyone just thought
they were crazy.
Hence the expression "mad as a
hatter."
When batteries are thrown away,
their cases eventually corrode and
the heavy metals are released into
the environment.
The amount of heavy metals being
put into the environment can be
reduced by using rechargeable bat
teries. Also, the normal alkaline
batteries can be recycled.
Most people are aware of the recy
cling programs for newspaper, glass,
aluminum and white office paper.
However, too few people partici
pate in them.
Finally, one thing that relates di
rectly to us in California is the pol
lution of beaches. All the garbage
that is left on the sand eventually
makes its way into the water.
So the next time you are strolling
the sand, pick up a can or cup or
other piece of trash. If everyone
does, then the shores will be spot
less.
The Earthworks Group has pre
sented the "simple things" in an
easy-to-follow format. Where spe
cific details are lacking, an abun
dance of other sources are listed.
The most important message I got
from the book is that we can make
a difference if weonly set our minds
to it. The effort required is mini
mal. Mere habit changes seem to be
most helpful.
I recommend "50 Simple Things"
to everyone. This is not the only
book that can be of use; a plethora
of information is available.
The first effort we are going to
have to make is reading iL

Guest commentary

Abortion is morally wrong
by Cecilia Garcia
Thomas Jefferson once said, "The
God who gave us life, gave us lib
erty." He obviously believed in the
sacredness of lifp and the right of
human freedom. These rights—the
right to life and the right of liberty
belong to the human person—by
reason of His creation.
TheserightsareGod-given. These
rights are not the property of the
government, nor of thecountry, nor
of Presidents, nor of Congress, nor
of the Supreme Court. These rights
belong to the people by reason of
what it means to be human. Conse
quently, the government has the
right to respect and to insure the
safety of these rights.
But a dangerous thing is happen
ing in our country. There seems to
be the general consensus among
some segments of our society, the
pro-abortionists, that if something
is legal, it's automatically moral.
That it's ok, when it's not It's
terribly wrong.
More than 1 million legal abor
tions are performed in our country
every year. At this present rate, we
have already surpassed the Holo
caust. Just because the Supreme
Court in the Roe vs.Wade decision
said that it's legal to kill the unborn,
to have an abortion,does that make
it right? Does it make it moral?
Further, the killing of so many
unborn children is made possible
by the "pro-choice people," who
argue that they have a right over
their body. No one is taking away
these rights.
The "pro-choice
people" have a right tocut their hair
the way they want to, to use a cer
tain color of lipstick if they choose,
to use certain soaps and perfumes
on their bodies, all to their delight—
but they do not have the right to take
the life of the unborn.
That right is not theirs. That right
belongs to God and to God alone.
They forget one thing. They did not
create themselves. God created
them and God created the child that
they carry in the womb.
This unborn child has as much
right to lifeas anybody else and it is
protected by the Constitution. Per
haps even more so—because the
unborn are so defenseless. And this
is what this country is about—to
protect the defenseless, the under
dog.

This writer does not wish to get
into the controversy of when the
humanity of the unborn child is
determined. It suffices to say that
everyone recognizes that the effect
of human conception is a human
being, that a human man and a
human woman conceive a human
child. This is a scientific fact.
Some clear thinking, however, is
necessary with regards to the "prochoice people." What they, the
"pro-choice people," are really
saying is that they have a "right,"
they have a choice to kill their
unborn if they choose to do so—it's
their body.
If their reasoning is carried out to
its logical conclusion, it means, "I
have a choice to kill." There is no
other conclusion possible if the"prochoice people"dare to complete the
sentence. "I have a choice,"a choice
to what?—"to kill my unborn."
As mentioned previously, this right
belongs only to God. Neither is this
what Thomas Jefferson had in
mind—when he recognized the
sacredness of life and liberty as
enshrined in the Declaration of
Independence.
The "right to privacy" as justifica
tion for abortion does not exist in
the Constitution of the United States
and even if it was interpreted to
bestow this would not be sufficient
reason, either logically or morally
to kill innocent, unborn, defense
less human life.
This brings me to my final point. I
would like to see in the VISTA
more human stories and articles
about us, the students, our aspira
tions, our goals, our backgrounds,
our cultures, our reasons for choos
ing USD over other universities.
Also stories and articles about
hundreds of graduates who made it
good from this university, "role
models" if you will, and less ar
ticles on homosexuals, lesbians,
abortionists, liberal sexual encoun
ters, and the like, which in my opin
ion do nothing but contribute sig
nificantly to the erosion of values
and standards and beliefs that many
of us here believe in and hold dear.
The morning paper is saturated
with such articles for those inter
ested, and better written, but if our
paper, the VISTA, is to be great, it
must begin to have better moral
horizons.

NOTICES
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The passing of a wonderful lady
by Alexandra Gonzalez
Dr. Joanne Dempsey of our English depart
ment came to the University of San Diego ten
years ago, and the effects of her influence
upon the faculty and student body have been
beyond measure.
The boundless love and the care which she
gave to all of us had great effects upon thede
velopment of her students and colleagues
and will be remembered long beyond these
years. I would like to take a moment to
reflect upon some of my thoughts of her.
People from all corners of our campus knew
her, or knew of her. One could not speak for
two seconds about the department without
her name being mentioned and her method
being discussed. She had an aura about her
which brightened the heart at the same time
commanding respect.
When one encountered her walking down
the street with that singular girlish bounce in
her step one would have to be pleased. Her
person and manner prompted a smile as her
elegant dress reflected the elegancy which
she brought to her work.
Dr. Dempsey was a respected scholar in
many areas of literature,a scholarship which
came out in her lectures. She caused the
world of language and the written word to be
greatly widened in scope for those of us who
were fortunate enough to have been under
her instruction.
She was able to integrate for us the work of
different authors and timeperiods,and opened
our minds to a cornucopia of language far be
yond the limits of the literature at hand. Her
energy sparked a keen desire for learning in
her students, something few professors can
boast of doing.
Her devotion was unequalled. In office
hours she would willingly share a student's
deepestconcerns, and counseled anyone who
just neededa little reassurance and guidance.
She kept close track of her student's prog
ress, probing them when she spotted weak
nesses, and encouraging them when she de
tected a potential for growth.
I remember that she would often write two
or morepages of carefully handwritten com
mentaries on herstudent's three page papers!
In class she never belittled a student for his

response and always found something posi
tive to say about it.
I know she served as a model for me, as she
must have been for countless others. The
literature came alive for us under the passion
ofherspeech. Herclassic beauty was unique.
The values which came through in her pres
entation of theliterature taught young women
students that it is possible to retain traditional
womanly virtues while at the same time
becoming accomplished individuals.
Her strong Christian morality defined the
differences between right and wrong, yet she
never forced herown political or social com
mentaries upon us.
Perhaps it was her incredible faith in God
which created such a goodness about her.
Despite her illness, her separation from her
family, and the mounting burdens which
were summarily heaped upon her, her humor
rarely faltered, and she was able to overcome
her many hurdles with grace.
She must have suffered many disappoint
ments but it never seemed to stop the pas
sionate enthusiasm which she had for her
work and for others.
As I walked across campus today at dusk a
smooth breeze was blowing. I thought of
how contented and peaceful she must be up
there with God. After supping at the long
table with Dante, Milton, and Shakespeare
she will look down upon us and reflect upon
our futures, our loves, our sorrows.
I felt her there with me as I walked along.
What a thanksgiving we can have when we
remember all the gifts which she has given to
us which we will never be able to repay!
I know that she will also be there to support
me in my future endeavors, and that the
memory of her sweetness will often sustain
me. I might feel thatshe has been taken from
me unfairly, and I might think of all the
significant hours I spent with her, of all the
times in which I will feel the void which has
been now created in my life.
But then I will remember that she always
encouraged me when I was on a righteous
path, and that she would have wanted me to
take what she has taught me and to run with
it She will continue to be my mentor and
friend.

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor:
As a parent of two students at USD, I have
occasion to read your publication. While
perusing the November 8 issue, I was struck
by a strange irony presented by two unrelated
articles.
Interestingly enough, they both concerned
chairs. The first denoted a $1.8 million gift
to the Legal Research Center (LRC) tocreate
a public interest law chair; the second ad
dressed the problem of students using LRC
chairs for study purposes.
While I am pleased that the LRC has re
ceived such a generous donation, I am con
cerned by the discriminatory tactics of its
staff in attempting to deny the use of the fa
cilities to the students of USD.
I am appalled by alleged posting of a sign in
the foyer of the LRC which attempts to"dis
courage" students from using the facility for
a study hall. In accepting responsibility to be
a state and federal depository, the LRC has
availed itself for public use.

Therefore, by definition, its facilities should
be available to all USD students—even if
that use involves sitting in a chair. The un
dergraduate bulletin includes a policy stating
that the University of San Diego "does not
discriminate.. .in educational programs and
policies."
The attempt to prevent non-law students
from using the LRC as a study hall, while
allowing law students to do so, is clearly dis
criminatory and reflects hypocrisy in the
University's policy.
To boast about its charitable receipts, while
simultaneously practicing discrimination, is
utterly sanctimonious. On the students'
behalf, I have written to President Hughes,
the Board of Trustees, and the Dean of the
School of Law requesting that this uncon
scionable practice be abandoned forthwith. I
suggest that the students and parents of stu
dents at USD do the same.
Sincerely,
Janet Stanfield

Carpe diem
by Stacey M. Stanfield
Many of us at USD would breathe asigh
of relief if the next two weeks would just
be deleted from the calendar. Quizzes,
papers, finals, those semester-long proj
ects that never get started until a week
before they're due—overall, life can get
pretty hellish.
It is so easy to get caught in the trap, to
become so absorbed in the tedious and
mundane that we lose sight of—to use a
new-age term—the "big picture." Life
becomes nothing but a chore, and one be
gins to question whether there is a point to
all of this madness.
But every once in a while, something
happens that shocks us back into reality.
An unexpected event which puts every
thing into perspective. Life begins to
seem ephemeral, unstable, unpredictable.
Suddenly all of our seemingly important
pursuits become trivial and irrelevant in
light of the larger view of things.
These events rarely ever tell us anything
new; rather, they simply remind us of
what we already know, but tend to lose
sight of when wrapped up in our daily ex
istences. Such refreshings of our memo
ries are essential in order for us to get the
most out of our lives. Who wants to wake
up one day with the realization that their
life has been a waste, a mindless, pointless
trudging along void of any real meaning?
The following anonymously composed
piece is extraordinarily insightful in ex
pressing these sentiments. It's the kind of
work you'11 want to cut out of the newspa
per and send to your closest friends, or
paste over your desk, or tuck away in a

favorite book. Every time you read it,
you will be reminded once again of why
we are really here, of what being truly
alive is all about.
If I had my life to live over again, I'd try
to make more mistakes next time. I would
relax, I would limber up, I would be sillier
than I have been this trip. I know of very
few thingsI would takeseriously. I would
take more trips. I would be crazier. I
would climb more mountains, swim more
rivers, and watch more sunsets. I would
do more walkingand looking. I would eat
more ice cream and less beans. I would
have more actual troubles and fewer
imaginary ones. You see, I am one of
those people who lives life very practi
cally and sensibly hour after hour, day
after day. Oh, I've had my moments and
if I had it do over again, I'd have more of
them. In fact, I'd try to have nothing else,
just moments, one after another, instead
of livingso many years ahead of each day.
I've been one of those people who never
go anywhere without a thermometer, a
hot water bottle, a gargle, a raincoat,
aspirin, and a parachute. If I had it do to
over again, I would go places, do things,
and travel lighter than I have. If I had my
life to live over, I would start barefooted
earlier in thespring and stay that way later
in the fall. I would play hooky more. I
wouldn't make such good grades, except
by accident I would ride on merry-gorounds. I'd pick more daisies.
Seize the day.

Who is the pro-lifer?
by Jonathan Canedo
About a week ago I saw an interesting
cartoon which showed two groups of protest
ers. One group was carrying signs against
abortion and the other group was protesting
in favor of abortion.
The unusual part of the cartoon was in the
buttons that the people were wearing on their
jackets.
The pro-choice individuals were also against
capital punishment. The pro-lifers supported
the idea of capital punishment.
While I realize that this is a generalization,

most pro-life people tend to be conservative
while those in favor of pro-choice are more
likely to be liberal.
The same holds true, to an extent, with
capital punishment, with the opposite true.
Conservatives tend to support the death
penalty with liberals more likely tooppose it
The cartoon had a caption which asked
which group was the pro-lifers?
Both groups felt that the ending of life was
okay in one area, but not the other. Why?
Just maybe these issues are not as easy as
we would like to believe.
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They only do it because they want to
by Sheila Kube
Volunteers For Youth is a USD program
geared toward college students who have a
strong interest in working one-on-one with
youth.
The program encourages a mentor/mentee
relationship between a USD student and a
Montgomery Jr. High School student.
The mentor is to serve as a positive role
model who is willing to offer attention and
involvement in the mcntee's life.
Jennifer Iannacone, one of the two student
leaders for Volunteers For Youth states,
"Not only do the mentee's learn from us, but
we gain from this experience as well. We try
to have apositi ve influence on thesechildrens'
lives by being there for them and showing
them that we care."
The mentorship program requires a year
commitment. Mentors must meet twice
monthly with their mentees, as well as
participate in one group activity per month.
Some group activities are sports-oriented,
including "Sports Days" and going to USD
basketball games. Individual meetings must
be at least two to three hours long.

social side. Many of the mentors become
good friends with their mentees," states
Tammy Otero, the other student leader in
charge of the program. "We like to form a
bonding relationshipwith our mentees, giving
them support and guidance."
Those who are not assigned a mentee are
called "associate members." Their role is to
participate through attening groupactivities
to allow for more interaction with the mentees.
'"Volunteers ForYouth' has many benefits.
It has given mean overview of how working
one-on-one can provide an opportunity to
help others and effect them in a positive
way," stated Otero.
There are currently 30 USD students
involved in the Volunteers For Youth. USD
mentors are selected by student leaders in the
program each fall. The student leaders select
the mentors on the basis of their applications.
Because there is a limited number of students
at Montgomery Jr. High, not all USD students
will be matched with a mentee. Students
interested in joining the program next fall
can contact Jennifer Iannacone (x7741) or
Tammy Otero (x7929).

Theresa Gaudet, Britney Abney, Curtis Abney, and Jeff Fluharty are active
participants in the "Volunteers for Youth" program at USD.
Being a mentor requires a lot of
responsibility, say the student coordinators.
They are required to initiate and maintain
contact with the youth's parents, work out an
activity schedule with the youth and his/her

parents, keep records of activities and meet
ings, and let thecoordinators know aboutany
problems they might be having.
"Our goal is to show these children the
benefits of education, but we also stress a

Those honored freshmen
by Donna DiMatteo
The USD Honors Program is proving to be
effective for the large number of freshmen
involved this year.
The Honors Program is made up of
approximately 100 people, almost half of
whom are freshmen. Freshmen were invited
to apply for the program during their senior
year in high school, and some applied
independently.
The basic criteria for involvement are SAT
scores and high school GPA. After all
applicants were screened, 44 of the incoming
freshmen were invited into the program.
One particular aspect of the Honors Program
designed to welcome freshmen is the Honoi
Preceptorial.
Freshman English Honors Preceptor D
Mary Quinn said, "I think small class size
gives them a chance to really know the
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peers well. Right away you can experience
talking to a professor, not some distant
figure. The Honors preceptor is a double
bonus-a small class and advisor that has no
more than 20 students so he or she is more
available."
Another way to get into the Honors Program
is to be recommended by a preceptor. Last
year nine freshmen became Honors students
by recommendation.
Concerning the dropout rate, Gump said, "I
would say that out of students who came in
the fall, one half to two-thirds will stay in the
program through their senior year. That's
pretty good. The trend in the last two or three
years here is that more students are staying."
The program covers four years and students
on the average take one honors course per
semester, which can fulfill their general
education credit or credit for their major.
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The full honors curriculum consistsof 25-29
units. The special core curriculum begins in
the sophomore year when classes are team
taught. Students must take at least two team
taught courses.
For freshmen, the spring semester will
offer "English 23H—Drama" taught by Dr.
Cynthia Caywood. This will be the only
honors class offered for freshmen next
semester.
Gump said, "The key to the program is
good, interesting classes. If classes are
difficult and dull no one wants to stay in. The
program tries to offer stimulating and
interesting classes, academically valuable."
Honors Program freshman, Natalie Ray
seemed to reflect the general concensus when
she said, "The program is a good setting in
which to begin college life."
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Administrator for a day
AL INGALINERA'S
AGENDA, 11/29
Student Issues 7-8:00
Office
8-10:15
Student Activities 10-11
Town Meeting 12-1:00
Leadership Class 1:20-3
Staff Meeting
4-5:00

Student for a day
DR. TOM COSGROVE'S AGENDA, 11/29
Constitutional Law I
8:00-9:30
"Laissez-faire" Economics Club 11:15-12:00
Town Meeting
12:00-1:00
Leadership in Organizations Class 1:20-3:00
Business Law II
3:00-4:30

When A1 Ingallincra
replaced Dr. Tom
Cosgrove as Dean of
Student Affairs, he was
unaware
of
the
responsibility that would
be heaped upon him. It all
started at 7am last
Thursday.
"First I went to student issues at 7
o'clock, and for the most part it was a
pretty dry meeting. Then I went up to
my office, got my messages, and I
closed my door.
"Tom hasall his calls screened, and the
door is always closed. He has so m uch to
do between meetings, it's unrealistic.
When Tom's in his office, he definitely
doesn't enjoy the view of the bay."
The "imposter" then sat back to get
some work done and to answer a few
phone calls. The first call he received
took him off-guard. What he didn't
know was that the situation was staged.
Cosgrove had one of the faculty
members call and pretend he was an
irate parent, outraged at his daughter's
involvement in an Outdoor Adventures
weekend in Baja. He had heard about
"excessive drinking and nude bathing,"
and demanded to know what was being
done about it.
A1 immediately began to investigate,
never doubting for a moment the validity
of the parent's call. He took notes,
called all persons involved, and heard
all sides of the story.
"I really tried to keep a straight face,"
said Wendy Roan, Dr. Tom Cosgrove's
secretary. "I went in there and thought,
'He's not going to buy this,' [with her
hand covering her smile], and A1
responded withaserious,'Really? Well,
okay, get this and this.'"
" I kept his door closed all the time
because we were laughing."

Roan expressed her own amazementat
how Ingallincra handled the incident. "I
don' t want to make light of the situation.
Even though it was really funny, he did
get a lot of good experience. He was
totally amazing.
He really acted
responsibly," she said.
It wasn't until that evening that
Cosgrove informed him that the event
had been staged.
A1wasn't mad about the set-up, though.
"My first reaction was disappointment.
I really had wanted to make some real
decisions. I felt like I had handled the
situation as professionally as possible."
As stressful as the phony situation
may have been, the real challenge for
Ingallincra wasgetting together an hourand-a-half class, and maintaining the
students' attention. "I'm happy to say
that only one person was reading the
VISTA during class," a complacent
Ingallincra said.
Like Cosgrove, Ingallinera had a few
insights about the day. "I learned that
life as a Dean of Student Affairs isn't
just looking out at the bay all day."
But what Ingallinera liked best about
the position wasthe influence he yielded
for a few hours. "I liked the perceived
power. Tom's in a very high-pressure
job. And he has to be very careful in
what he says and what he does because
it's a highly visible position. He gets
complainers all day. Now I know why
he keeps his door shut and screens all his
calls.
"It was fun being Dean for a day."

At 8am last Thursday, Dr. Tom Cosgrove
began his day with "Constitutional Law"—
quite a different pace from
his usual Thursday morning
agenda. He was "filling in"
for senior A1 Ingallinera.
"I tried to be prepared for
class, but as I said, I had to
stay up late—and sure
enough, Dr. Dickson called
on me (about what I hadn't
studied)! And I said,'Weill
studied all the other cases...'
B ut anyway, I really enjoyed
myself."
Class was over at 9:30, and
afterwards, Cosgrove had
time to roam the campus.
"The best part of the whole day was from
9:30 to 11:15. Here I was with almost two
hours, and nothing to do! I went to visit a
couple of people, went to the bookstore,
strolled by the Deli and got some coffee.
"This was only 10:30.1 walked into the UC,
and at least four students, not all of them in
that class, said, 'Hey, I heard you blew it in
Dickson's class!' It was classic! How fast
does the news travel?!"
Later that
d a y ,
Cosgrove
had to run
the "highenergy"
Economics
C l u b
meeting,
attend the
AS Town
Meeting (as
a student),
attend his
own class
where A1 was filling in as teacher, and take a
quiz in a 3pm class.
"My own class was a kick, and I must say
that A1 did a wonderful job. I gave him the
book about a week before, and I gave him a

lesson plan,and said, 'Well I'll let you do it.'
He really worked on it—I could tell. I was
going toshow a movie, but I thought, 'No, he
wants to do the real thing.'"
Cosgrove couldn't get over how relaxing
the USD student lifestyle is. "It was just a
kind of kick-back day, and one of my thoughts
was, 'Students don't know how lucky they
are.' Even though students are busy, it's the
last time in
your life you
can kick back.
And it made
me appreciate
again what a
great place
this is to be."
Cosgrove
r e a l l y
enjoyed
"getting into"
the
roleplaying.
Cosgrove
chose to switch roles on Thursday because
it's his "killer day." And he "wanted to give
A1 a workout," where there's only a couple of
hours actually spent in the office.
"A1 had said to me, 'Am I really going toget
to make any decisions?' so we had some fun
and threw in a couple of ringers—things that
weren't unlike situations that do occur." In
other words, Cosgrove and his staff made a
few phone calls and set up a phony situation
for Ingallinera.
"A1 is so earnest, he really
believed it," said a goodnatured Cosgrove. "We just
wanted to make sure it was
like a real Thursday," he
explained.
Cosgrove was left with a
positive impression of the
overall experience. He said
he better appreciated the
positive rapport and that
exists between faculty and
students.
"It really had been fun. I
appreciated theluxury of the
time (off) and being in a place where it's very
friendly and comfortable."
A rejuvenated Cosgrove said with a smile,
"A1 was worn out by theend of theday." And
Dr. Tom Cosgrove wasn't.

stories written by Renee Bukovchik
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O USD Christmas Tree, How lovely are thy branches
Pictured at right: Leana Mitchell, Tim
Vowles, Geoff Jones, Dan Mertens, Chris
McNulty (not pictured) and Wally the dog
turned their tree decorating session into a party,
Pictured below: A tree rendered delicate by
bows and musical notes, by MichelleWatson,
Beth Mitchell, Amber Fauntleroy, and Kim
Quiroz.

photos by:
Jennifer Valliere
Paula Matteucci
Jenn Messina
Chris McNulty
photo layout by Renee Bukovchik

Above: Amy McClory, Francesca
Crivello, and Kathy Dufort pose by
their creative Christmas decorations.
Below: This Christmas creation is the
artistic focus in Charles Van Vechten
and Chad Bramwell's living room.

At right: Sophomores Maribel Servantes
and Katy Hough flash their big smiles by
their mini-tree. Pictured below: Tracy
Williams, Jenn Strauss, Alexis Wilson,
and Jenn Messina have already placed
presents under their tree.

Before going out to buy the best-looking Christmas treeon
the lot, consider USD's official "Christmas Tree Policy:"
Christmas trees are required to be fireproofed before they're
brought into any USD residence hall or apartment. Some
vendors will treat trees, or special sprays can be bought at
stores like Home Depot.
Having a non-fireproofed tree is conducive to fires, say fire
regulation officials. Every year a tragic incident occurs
somewhere in a residence hall in the United States, and USD
hopes to prevent any fires.
Decorating a tree at home or on-campus can be kept safe if
the following tips are observed:
- Make sure treesare secure in stands. If necessary, use wire
to secure them to the wall.
- Do not smoke within five feet of trees.
- Do not use electric lights on metallic trees.
- Never use candles on or near trees or other decorations.
- Use fireproof decorations.
- Take dry trees down.
- Take trees to a recycling centeror put them in the trash. Do
not burn trees, as the heat may explode the wood and set fire
to the room.
- Turn off the tree lights when not in the room.
v Aitv siifWM*wm.
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Famous artists come to USD
by Jenn Messina
USD students have a rare opportunity on
Dec.14 at 4:30. A conference delivered in
French and given by Francoise Gilot, an
artist, poet, and writer, who will show slides
of Picasso and Matisse and talk about her
latest publication, will take place in UC Fo
rum A.
Francoise Gilot will also be attending the
following reception that will include a signa
ture session of her book(written in English)
"Matisse and Picasso; a Friendship in Art."
Also, there will be a raffle at the reception
many prizes will be given away, including an
original painting worth $1,000- painted and
donated by artist John du Val. He is the owner
of Northern Reflections Art Gallery and will
be attending the reception as well.
Another painting will be donated by Pamela
B. Ben Soussan of Gallery Stares. A round
trip ticket from LA to Paris compliments of
Air France will be raffled off to another
winner.
Francoise Gilot, now 69 years old, "has
suffered for her art," according to Kathy
Bishop who interviewed Gilot in New York.
Gilot lived with Pablo Picasso for seven
years, and upon leaving him she became
known as the first woman to ever do so.
Francoise Gilot's work had already been
shown prior to her attachment to Picasso.
Due to her relationship with Pablo Picasso,
however, she became a friend and mediator
between Picasso and H. Matisse.

The relationship that developed between
Gilot and Matisse was exceptional and re
warding for them both. Picasso and Matisse
did use Gilot as a liaison when they were not
able to maintain positive contact.
Picasso and Gilot had the common bond of
art. They had deep philosophical discussions
and became very close. Unfortunately, Pi
casso's temperament, which is now public,
led Gilot to leave him after seven years.
Gilot is an "independent agent," meaning
that she has no ties to any particular school
and she does not conform toany artestablish
ment. This artist may not yet be a household
name, but the future may change that.
GilotmarriedscientistDr. Jonas Salk twenty
years ago. They proclaim that theirs is hardly
an wom-out marriage. They are described by
friends as being amazingly still in love, and
both couldn't be more content.
Gilot says of her life,"I need to feel like
there is someone I can trust in this life, be
cause I must say, before this, I didn't have
that much luck."
Take time away from the normal routine of
life and learn about Francoise Gilot, art, and
French culture. If you are French or you're
not that interested in slides, come to the
reception immediately following(about 5:30)
to meet artists and celebrities alike, enjoy
French food, and you may win any of the
exciting prizes at the raffle.
Prices for the conference and reception are
$5 students, others $12 at the door. For more
information call #292-9323.
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Artist, poet, and writer Francoise Gilot, will deliver a conference and slide show
the UC Forum A Dec. 14 at 5:30pm. Photo credit: Alex Gotfryd, compliments of
Michele Magnin.
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Trees planted for life

by Christine Thompson
The USD Conservation Club joined 35-40
Pacific Beach residents for the San Diego
Arbor Day tree planting at the Pacific Beach
Town Council's Rose Creek Cottage.
Eleven trees were planted; Plum, Birch, and
Jacaranda, under the supervision of Vonnie
Varner, a member of Pacific Beach for Trees
as well as People for Trees. People for Trees
donated several of the trees to Rose Creek
Cottage for the planting.
The tree planting was part of a county-wide
project to add trees to the area with the intent
to improve the environment. December 1
was named San Diego Arbor Day last year by
the City Council. Last year the group from
Pacific Beach planted trees at a local high
school to celebrate the day, according to
Varner.
This year's event opened with a demonstra

tion on how to plant trees with a jacaranda
tree. It was planted in memory of Barbara
Hughes, Town Council President who resently died of cancer. The tree was planted
near the parking lot to offer shading.
Three Birch trees were donated by members
of the Soroptimists Club and planted along
the front area of the cottage with help from
USD students.
Members of the Pacific Beach Town Coun
cil and USD students planted the Plum and
Jacaranda along the west fence and front
island.
Varner told of future plans to plant 10 jacarandas along Rose Creek, behind thecottage,
after the city has completed the sewer diver
sion that is in progress. The sewer diversion
is being done in order to keep the street water,
a major source of pollution, from running
into the bay.

photo by Paula Matteucci

The above photo of the Committee Opposed to Military and the Draft, was taken
at the Peaceon Earth Bizarre held in Balboa Park. Many Groups were represented
such as: Greenpeace,Pro-lifers,and other non-profitorganizationswithacause for
peace.

the basic truth
a column
by Jenn Messina

*$3
The holidays are nearing and for a lot of
people, including myself, it means times
full of much joy and thanksgivings. We
also need to look to those on the other end
of the spectrum. Not all people have great
things awaiting them.
The winter holidays often bring times of
much pain to those who have lost loved
ones, those who have no place to go, those
who live on the streets and dread the colder
weather that has been approaching them,
and thosewho don't have the kind of fami
lies who emit good tidings.
It is proven that suicide rates dramatically
increase during these times. Also, they in
crease the drug and alcohol abuse levels as
well.
There are many ways to help make this
holiday a better one for all the people that
really need the support. You can donate to
any of the shelters (I will provide some
phone numbers at the end of the column),
you can attend the fundraiser in Marina
Village on Dec. 8 (toys and food will be
donated to the needy), you can volunteer
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your time at the Ronald McDonald House
up Linda Vista Ave., and don't forget to
talk to the Volunteer Resource Center here
on campus.
This sense of giving should not only be
acted upon during the holidays. The
number of volunteers increases greatly,
but then decreases again after people feel
that their job is over. It's almost hypo
critical to come out, help ajbit, and go
back to normal living.
Why not incorporate some sort of vol
unteering into your lifestyle? It can help
make you feel good, and it will teach you
to appreciate the things and people that
you have near you that you just may take
for granted.
Remember that the holidays arc a time
for giving as well as receiving, try it out
this season and see just what it means to
say that" giving is the greatest gift of
all."
Have a wonderful holiday!
Administrative Offices and Special
Projects #297-9310; The Bridge #2806150; The Gatehouse #579-8761; The
Storefront #239-4688.

USD learns self-defense
by Michael Williams
Last Thursday night from 7-9:30pm a free
self-defense class wasoffered by the Univer
sity's Police Department in the USD gym for
students and faculty members.
'The workshop was offered due to recent
expressed interest in defense-conciousness
by students, particularly female, in lieu of the
recent Clairmont area murders and assaults,"
according to USD Police officer Barbara
Hughes, the program's coordinator.
Instruction was provided by Mr. Sanford
Strong, a former SDPD officer with 20 years
of experience in defense techniques, who
currently teachesself-defense courses world
wide.
During the workshop, information was given
on the facts and fiction of rapes and assaults.
For instance, "Many women have been told
that scratching and using keys are the best
weapons. Although effective, screaming and
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going for the eyes is a much better solution,"
Officer Hughes said.
In addition to helpful information, partici
pants learned, hands-on simple escape tactics
on how to break holds from attacks coming
from behind, in front and in the prone (lying
down) positions.
Julie Woods, a sophomore participant stated,
"The class was very informative and espe
cially helpful for college-aged women, as we
have a tendency to be out late at night."
Officer Hughes said, "Though I was disap
pointed with the low attendance, [45-50] it
provided those that did with some vital in
struction and information as how not to be
come a target for assault and have the knowl
edge to defend oneself in the event of an
attack."
If you are interested in receiving more infor
mation on self-defense and safety, please
contact the USD or San Diego Police Depart
ments.

Hon r s
1 Da y r

24

START SAVING NOW! ORDER TOLL-FREE 1-800-726-7802 TODAY!
(Lenses sent C.O.D. with FREE shipping insurance!)
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Tantalize your ears and open
your mind at SD Symphony
by Brian Mulhall
Movies, the 'tube," Nintendo, scary sexnovels, and rock ' roll. That's what we call
entertainment today. How often do you hear
of someone "catching a riff of Beethoven" or
"diggin' the symphony?" Think on that one
while I dispell a myth.
Symphonies are not just for "old farts."
If you believe they are, you're confused.
Symphonies have passion, energy, and
content. The rhythm and tone conveys a
story, an expression, an adventure, and for
those who open their ears to it, music can be
far more passionate than any other form of
expression. Really.
If you have never heard a symphony, or
have only paid scant attention when you have
had the opportunity, you have passed over
this great wealth. There is so much to find
beneath the surface; but the only way to get
there is to listen.
I realize that for many, symphonies—or
classical pieces period—seem like boring,
drawn-out, non-sensicalnuisances: "it'sjust
goofy music." But a symphony is no more
just music than a poem is just words. If you
simply open your mind and your heart, allow
your ears to communicate the message, there
is much to see.
See a symphony or pop in a Beethoven
disc. Close your eyes and listen. A symphony
is like a cloud, it is beautiful and magnificent,
and it is open for interpretation; but the point

is that if you look, you can find an image to
describe the music. It can communicate a
experience, a thought, a moral; it's that deep.
Or you can open your eyes and watch how
the music is created. The strings and the
wind instruments perform a dance of their
own as the violinists charm their instruments,
the bass dance the dance and the composer
guides the whole construction. The skill and
devotion puts any sports team to shame.
There's something available for every mind.
Symphonies offer the time to inspect and to
leam. For the scientist, there is the marvel of
the production of such sounds. For the athlete,
the spectacle of such well-trained fingers,
eyes, ears and lips. For the scholar, there is
the intellect of the making. For the rock-'nroller, there is beat and energy to shame Van
Halen. And for the dabbler, there is a
tremendous experience to be gained; be
patient and try to hear what's going on, and
symphony can entertain you, relax you, and
make you grow. Just sit back, and let the
music tickle your neurons.
San Diego has been blessed with a very
healthy and robust symphony calendar.
Ticketsareavailable to students at reasonable
rates (like $6 for good seats)at the box office
at the Copley Symphony Hall Ticket Office
or at all Ticketmaster outlets.
Take a friend, impress a date, pretend that
you have to go for a class, but regardless of
why you go, just go. It's worth it.

The heart of World Beat
by Kyla Duckworth
Some call him "Eek," some call him "The
Mouse" and to others, he is the "World's
Largest Rodent," but by any name, the
giant 6'6" Eek-A-Mouse is by far the most
popular reggae star among Southern
California audiences. You can see this
larger-than-life "animal" at the Youth For
Unity Concert Friday, Dec. 7, at 8pm at
Soma, 555 Union Street in downtown San
Diego.
Proceeds from the performance will
benefit the proposed WorldBeat Center.
This African-American cultural center will
provide a meeting place for people of all
races and ethnic backgrounds, to enjoy
rich, cultural heritage from all over the
world. The WorldBeat Center, the only
one of itskind in San Diego,will be located
in Balboa Park adjacent to the Centra
Cultural de la Raza.
This Youth For Unity concert is the first
in a series of benefits scheduled to raise
money for the Center. Eek-A-Mouse was
chosen to set off this fundraiser because of
his increasing popularity among his
audiences. Eek-A-Mouse appeals to reggae

fans, surfers, new wave and all kinds of
college music lovers. His style is a unique
blend of dee-jay and sing-jay, likened tothe
scat-like singing of early jazz. Eek-AMouse himself calls it a "bong bong biddy
bong," which is what his ever-popular nasal
intonations sound like.
Experience this exraordinary performer
live Friday December 7, at 8pm. Tickets
are available through all Teleseat outlets
(283-SEAT)oratHouseof Afrika Imports,
Trade Roots, Off the Record and Lou's
Records.
The concert will be produced by
WorldBeat Productions, a non-profit
organization dedicated to healing the earth
through music, dance and the arts. By
presenting multicultural events toSan Diego
audiences, WorldBeat plans toenhance the
visibility of multicultural artists and to
broaden theappreciation and understanding
of the various cultures which coexist within
the community. The ultimate goal of the
organization is to make San Diego a better
place for all of us. HelpWorldBeat support
their worthy cause!

"Come all ye faithful
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Questions and answers with Wire Train's Kevin Hunter
by Jeff Fluharty
Wire Train is the band that rocked the
crowd at the Sports Arena after the USD/
SDSU basketball game. Their fourth and
latestrelease has produced hitslike "Spin,"
"Tin Jesus," and "Should SheCry?" which
broke into the top 10 earlier this fall. The
following are exccips from an interview
with lead singer/song writer Kevin Hunter.
Do you like playing in front of a college
audience?
1 like to play in front of anyone who has
ears.
I really like the lyrics on the new album.
In a recent article you were quoted as
saying you were not sure if the "mass
audience listened to the lyrics." How
important to you is it that you get a
message across or express yourself
through your lyrics?
To tell you the truth, I write them to
amuse myself, and if people get something
out it that's great. 1 am not on any sort of
quest. Under certain circumstances there's
things that I'd love if people understood.

Like 'Tin Jesus," that's something that
someone has to say.
What do you hope people get out of "Tin
Jesus?"
Don't believe anyone who says they speak
for God. And don't give them your money.
Who have been some of the influential
groups in the past or groups you admire
currently?
I really like the Heartthrobs right now.
Neneh Cherry's last record was pretty hip;
The Pylons (pause) Van Morrison, Buffalo
Springfeild, Crosby Stills and Nash. I don't
think you can really help but be influenced
by those people, how many times have you
been in a car and they came on the radio?
The Lyrics in both "Moonlight Dream"
and "Simply Racing" seem to talk about
women in a purelysexual way.What is the
difference between the two?
"Moonlight" is a warning while the later is
an advertisement.
What is the big difference between your
home town of San Francisco and San
Diego?
The weather would be one. (pause) There's

a lot more existentialist in San Francisco.
What is the real title of the new album?
I don' t really know.I' vebecn running around
asking everybody and nobody seems to know.
I asked the bass player and he said "Oh yeah
it's called the Brown Album" I asked the
drummer and he said "no it's j ust calledWire
Train and I asked the MCA publishing
department and they said it's called the
Cal ifornia Republic.
Where did you get the name Wire Train?
Wire Train was a song we did a long time
ago and then we decided to change the name
of the band, and we called it Wire Train.
What do you think of the situation in the
middle east?
1 think wise guys with the big bucks are at
it again.
Would you go over there and fight?
Are you crazy! I don't care about Exxon or
Standard Oil. I am not going to die for them.
What is your fondest memory about
college?
I met a woman I really liked but she turned
out to be a lesbian.

So I take it you are not still with her?
No, she's with my ex-girlfriend.
That'sgottahurt
No it made me happy.I was glad to be rid
of both of them.
Where did you go to school?
San Francisco State and Berkeley
1like the message behind Precious Time,
the way it talksabout how you just have
to enjoy life.Doyou have any comments
on it?
You said it Enjoy your life. Like Joseph
Cambell said, "follow your bliss..." The
most brilliant mind of this century.
When shooting a video,do you try to use
the visual medium to express or
emphasize what maybe was not clear in
the lyrics?
No, we get our friends that have cameras
and have them film us (He laughs). The
important thing is not really the artistic
expression of the video so much as the
number of seconds must correspond exactly
with the number of seconds of recorded
music. And then you put the two together.

Editor's Christmas pick
The Repertory Theatre is presenting their fifteenth production of Charles Dickens'
holiday classic, "A Christmas Carol," through Dec. 23 on the Lyceum Stage in Horton
Plaza.
Performances run Tuesday through Friday at 8pm, Saturdays at 2pm and 8pm and
Sundays at 2 pm and 7 pm. Tickets are $15-25 depending on the day and time of
performance. For ticket reservations and information, please call the REP Box Office
at 235-8025. Substantial group discounts are available for 15 or more.

Salty Dog at Bacchanal
by Linda Gomez
Geffen recording artists, Salty Dog, hit the
Bacchanal stage this Saturday night. If you
are a lover of blues-oriented rock, like
Aerosmith and Zeppelin, then you are in for
real treat.
The Dogs consist of bassistMichael Hannon,
guitaristPete Reveen, drummer KhurtMaier,
and Jimmi Bleacher on vocals.
Most of the band hails from Ohio with the
exception of Vancouver born Australian,
Reveen. The band was formed about four
years ago by Hannon and Maier in Los
Angeles. Next to join was singer, Jimmi
Bleacher, who went out to Los Angeles in
hopes
of
making
it
big.
After auditioning about thirty other singers,
Hannon and Maier decided that Bleacher
was the one they had been looking for. Last
to join the group was axeman Reveen and
alas Salty Dog was born.
Signed a month after their first gig in May
of' 88, Sal ty Dog released their debut album,
Every Dog Has Its Day. The album includes
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the down home tune"Lonesome Fool" with
Reveen on, you got it, a banjo. The song even
has Bleacher doing his version of the"Beverly
Hill Billies" theme song. "Cats Got Nine" is
bound to be an audience favorite with its hard
driving beat.
Their first single is "Come Along" which
was written on the spot at a jam session.
Bleacher's vocals are often compared toAC/
DC. The album is sincere and no doubt the
show will be too.
Opening up is Sweet FA, a hard rockin'
blues band from Indiana. These former
farmhands have fulfilled their rock dream by
signing with MCArecords.Their debutalbum
"Stick to Your Gun" has already done quite
well. With Steve DeLong on vocals, the
Indiana boys are going to rock the house
down! So watch out!
The Bacchanal is located at 8022 Clairemont
Mesa Boulevard. It is 21 and up, have your
ID ready at the door. The cover charge is
$8.00. Just think two killer bands for a
measly eight bucks! Don't miss it!
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Today Brothers Figaro bring Gypsy Beat to USD
by Jeff Fluharty
What the hell are you doing reading this
article now? The Brothers Figaro are at USD.
Yes, I mean right now!
Bill "Luigi" Bonk and Phil "Giuseppe"
Parlapiano are live, in front of the UC, and if
you don't hurry you'll miss their 12 o'clock
show. Their refreshing acoustic rock and roll
will be a definite cure for those pre-finals
blues. These guys are hot, so get out there and
read the rest of this masterfully composed
article later...
OK, I know, you already missed the noon
show at the Christmas Fair. Well today is
your lucky day, The Brothers Figaro will be
performing a second show at the Grille tonight
at 8:30.
If you have totally blown it and missed both
shows, buy their debut album, Gypsy Beat;
its worth every bit of the $14.99 CD price.
The Brothers Figaro are kind of a cross
between an Irish version of Los Lobos and
the Traveling Wilburys. Their music is a
unique blend of many styles and instruments,
which includeseverything from a harmonica
and a bottleneck, to an Irish fiddle and a
mandolin.
Gypsy Beat is a marriage of folk elements
with pop," explains Parlapiano, "Very
immediate, very real.Everybody understands
itbecause it comes from inside.It's a familiar
sound. When people see us, they know us."
Their lyrics are strong, meaningful and
express feeling. The songs talk about lost
love, death, growing up, and romance to
name a few topics. "If a song doesn't say
something, doesn't mean something, we
throw it out," states Parlapiano.

Luigi and Giuseppe, who dress like two
European immigrants trying out for the
salvation army band, could be on theverge of
achieving national success. Gypsy Beat
deserves radio air play and with a little luck
The Brothers Figaro will be on the charts in
the winter and spring. Songs like "Three
Years gone," "1959," "Big World," "My
Gold Ring," and "Some Dream of Falling"
are all potential hits.
The friendship between Bonk and
Parlapiano seems tobe a key to their success
in creating this album with flows from start
to finish without a disappointment.
"We used to ride our bikes to the store and
dream of buying instruments. Then we'd be
up till 3am playing music and talking about
girls," recalls Parlapiano, "Life hasn't
changed much. We still do that. Except now
we have cars and Mom doesn't come in and
tell us to go to sleep."
The story behind Bonk and Parlapiano is
one of the great mysteries of the our time.
The powerful and moving legend goes
something like this:
"Born in the poor but honest Italian village
of Marinara — situated on a tiny island off
Sicily not found on any map—twin brothers
Luigi and Giuseppe Figaro were cruelly
separated at birth and raised by different
parents. Until they were teenagers, they were
unaware of their kinship. Only after running
into each other in what can only be described
as a'freak bicycleaccident' did they discover
their true identities and a common destiny. It
was then that they began their illustrious
careers as travelling musicians and came to
America."

Bill Bonk and Phil Parlapiano of the Brothers Figaro

Three new ways to survive college.

The Macintosh LC
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The Macintosh Classic

With Apple's introduction of three new
Macintosh® computers, meeting the challenges of college
life just got a whole lot easier. Because now; everybody
can afford a Macintosh.
Hie MBBfflSBiltMBlis our most
affordable model, yet it comes witheverything you needincluding a hard disk drive.The BHS5BBE9
combines color capabilities with affordability And the
MBrJilBMillBI is perfect for students who need a
computer with extra power and expandability.
No matter which Macintosh you choose, you'll
have a computer that lightens your work load without

IP

giving you another tough subject to learn. Every Macintosh
computer is easy to set up and even easier to master. And
when you've learned one program, you're well on your
way tolearning them all. That's because thousands of avail
able programs all work in the same, consistent manner.
You can even share information with someone who uses a
different type of computer-thanks to Apple's versatile
SuperDrive/ which reads from and writes to Macintosh,
MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple®II floppy disks.
See the new Macintosh computers for yourself,
and find out how surviving college just got a whole lot
easier.

For more information please visit
the USD Bookstore
or call 2604551
Hours: Monday-Thursday, 9am-6pm;
Friday, 9am-4pm;Saturday, 9am-lpm

Hie power to be your besf

01990 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarksot Apple Computer, Inc SuperDrive and "The power to be your best"are trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc.Classic is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc.
MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. OS/2 is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
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Why I'm afraid of the dark
Life and
other jokes...
by Kent Sligh
My most embarrassing moment, by far and
away, occurred in the bathroom of the
Eastgate Public Library.
The place was surprisingly crowded when a
librarian started to flash the lights on and off.
They indicate that the library is closing that
way. They can't just make an announcement
because they areafraid the noise will damage
the books or something.
Also, most librarians lose their ability to
speak above a whisper after a year or so of
steady employment. So they just turn the
lights on and off until everybody gets annoyed
enough to leave.
Anyway, the library was rather crowded, so
while one librarian entertained herself turning
the lights on and off, a long line started to
form at the desk where the other librarian
was checking out books to people (I think
they flip a coin to see who gets to work the
lights each night).
I had to go to the bathroom, so I reasoned
that if I went then maybe the line would have
gone down a little when I returned. Also, I
wouldn't be tempted to drive home at a
reckless speed.
I will spare the gen tic reader any description
of my actions in the bathroom, but it should
suffice to say that I was only halfway through
my plan when the lights went off in the
restroom and I heard the door shut.
That's when I first suspected that I might
have to spend the night in the Eastgate Public
Library. Clearly they were locking the place
up around me.

HOSTILE MAN'S

It was very dark. I couldn't see farther than
you could throw a Yugo, and I had a great
deal of difficulty finding the door.
I pushed on the door hopefully, and I felt a
surge of panic when it only flinched in its
frame. It was no use, but I pushed on the door
a couple more times, a little frantically.
It was obviously locked.
It occurred to me that the librarians probably
hadn't left the building yet. Iknocked firmly
on the door and waited a moment. Iknocked
again, a little harder this time.
"Hello... hello, I'm in the bathroom," I
offered, and knocked again.
"V m in the bathroom! Hello! Hello!"
Panic was reigning now, and I kicked at the
door and pounded on it with all my strength.
"HELLO! I'M IN THE BATHROOM! I'M
IN THE BATHROOM HELLO IN THE
BATHROOM I'M IN THE BATHROOM
HELLO IN THE BATHROOM HELLO!!!"
Just then my hand brushed against a handle
on the door. I hadn't even known there was
a handle. I pulled it and thedoor opened with
ease.
The lights were on in the rest of the library,
and most of the people were still in line, all
now staring at me. Evidently they had all
heard my yelling and pounding and didn't
quite know what to make of it.
The librarian behind the counter looked at
me like I had just burned down the reference
section (she was obviously irritated that she
had lost the coin toss and had to work the
counter).
"What do you want?!" she whispered
harshly.
I had to think fast.
"Quick! Call the cops! There's a CRAZY
guy in there!!!"
They were still looking for him when I left
with my books.

Public Service Announcement

S E V E N:
Top Seven Reasons Mick
Jagger Finally Got Married:
1. Promised Keith Richards he could
be best man and was running out of
time.
2. Resigned to the fact that David
Bowie was taken.
3. Suffered a bout of insecurity when
groupie called him "Pops."
4. Wanted to save money on auto
insurance.
5. Got bored with constant sex.
6. Wanted companion after painful
Lip-o-suction operation.

7. Wanted at least one legitimate child.

The Departmentof the Interior recently
announced a two week open season on
Girl Scouts beginning December14th.
Permits are available from USD
Security and no bag limit has been set.

EDITOR'S NOTE:
Alertrcaders will noticethat, once again,
columnist Scott Petri has managed to
pound out a little piece of writing (we use
the term loosely) that will surely offend
no less than 35 percent of our readers.
We feel this is a conservative estimate.
We continue to run his brand o' humor,

however, because we believe that
significantly more than 35 percent of our
readers find him funny (that's right, we
support Democracy).
Anyway, if you like him, enjoy. If you
don'tlikehim, writeusanasty letter. As
always, we appreciate your input.

Petri tells all: how to get straight
A's without cracking a single book
by Scott Petri
Well, as some of you more intelligent
students have realized, there havebeen quite
a few changes on campus lately. The days
have gotten shorter. The weather has gotten
colder and the cheerleaders are attending
holiday feasts to store up fat for the winter.
If you haven't noticed anything at all,
perhaps you less intelligent students have at
least noticed that the sorority gals are wearing
those sweaters they used to tie around their
waists to hide their big butts.
Christmas has always been my favorite
holiday. I get cards and gifts from people I
don't remember and quite often I receive
phone calls from people who claim to be
related to me.
The downside of Christmas-time is that
right before the six-week vacation, which we
college students truly deserve, we have to
finish all of the homework assignments
printed on the syllabi that we all lost sometime
back in September.
Parents never understand the hardships we
modern-day college students endure. Quite
often they say things like "Well, I had a job
when / was in college!"
I would advise you to ignore these people.
They haven't been drinking beer until they
throw-up every weekend for the past 18
weeks. Who cares if they had a job back in
1942?
I should also offer a word or two about these
so-called finals that our professors keep
talking about. If I remember correctly,
professors want us to remember whatever it
is they have been rambling on incessantly
about for the past few months. In fact, I think
we were supposed to write it down.
Most people study vehemently for these
irritating finals. I have a better strategy. I call
it "begging." Begging for grades.
Now as a service to you readers,I've decided
to outline my begging strategy. (No need to
thank me, save those Christmas cards for
people who will give you money.)

Me:
Professor, I wanted to talk to you
about my grades so far this semester.
Prof: Why, Mr. Petri you have flunked every
quiz, exam and homework assignment I've
given this semester. I'd say my evaluation of
your performance is quite accurate.
Me: You know, Dr. Spittle, I do believe that
you are the most attractive Ancient
Hieroglyphics professor I have ever had.
Are you busy this Friday?
Prof: Why Mr. Petri, you little charmer, I'm
old enough to be your dead grandmother!
Me: NoWay! My grandfather couldn't get
that lucky! Why, you don't look a day over
70.
Prof: You know I do believe that I have over
looked theparticipation aspect of your grade.
Me: Oh! Have I been toclass this semester?
Prof: What?
Me:
Nothing, er I mean, What a kind
gesture!
Prof: KISS ME YOU FOOL!
Me: SMOOCH!!!
Prof: A+
Now I can't guarantee that this strategy will
work for everyone. Some of you students
may actually want to do the assigned reading
and maybe even study.
I have learned that this is often futile.
Studying really doesn't help you improve
your grades. It's a myth, propagated by
tenured old fools that have no hobbies and
way too much time on their hands.
If you really want to do well on your finals,
take them hungover. At least that way, you
feel better when they are finally over, and
you might even get sympathy points when
the professor sees you regurgitating more
than just their lecture.
Author's Note to Actual USD Professors,
Specifically Those Who Have ME in Class:
NONE of the above is true. Not a whit. It is
a writer's comedie embellishment! I could
have been funnier, but I've been busy
diligently preparing for my finals.

Warren & Ed
I WAS HALF AS GOOD IN
IY CLASSES AS I AM AT
MUTANT CONTRA AVENGER"
ID HAVE GRADUATED
THREE SEMESTERS AGO
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Toreros take 4-0 record to Indiana tourney
by Brian Brokowski
In the same week, the University of San
Diego men's basketball team will go from
playing Division III Pomona-Pitzer before 1,
075 fans at the USD Sports Center, to playing
in the Indiana Classic hosted by the #7 ranked
Hoosiers in front of over 10,000.
The Toreros are entering the confrontation

with Bobby Knight and company after win
ning their first four games of the season, a
first sinceUSD began playing Division I bas
ketball.
USD had to overcome an early 16-4 deficit
on the road to come back and beat Southern
Utah State 102-91 on Nov. 29. The Toreros
returned home to post consecutive routs
against San Jose State (98-81) on
Dec.l and Pomona-Pitzer (84-49)
on Dec. 4.
Anthony Thomas was named
WCC player of the week after two
standout performances. Thomas
scored 23 points and pulled down
6 rebounds against Southern Utah
State, and scored 22 pointsagainst
San Jose State including going 10
for 10 from the field, a new school
record.
"I don't think I've ever had a
player who gets off of the ground
quicker than Anthony, here orelsewhere," said USD head coach
Hank Egan.
USD is averaging 90 points
through their first four games, 10
points more than their school rec
ord 79.1 points per game last year.
"The faster pace is just some
thing that's happening. It's fun to
put the points on the board. Eve
ryone's happy because everyone
is scoring. Our offense isn'tset up
Photo by Norm Choi
for just one person. It may be one

guy whocomes through one night
and a different one the next," Tho
mas said.
The very next game proved that
point. Thomas managed just eight
against Pomona-Pitzer, but the
scoring was balanced between all
15 Toreros, with Pat Holbert and
Reed Watson leading the way with
12. The Toreros held the Sagehens toa meager 28 percent shoot
ing performance in thesecond hal f,
31 percent for the game.
"We're pumped up for Indiana.
The players respect them but we
don't think they're out of reach of
being beat. We're going in with a
lot of confidence.
"We've had some good games,
coming from behind in the first
two, but now we're ready for some
good competition now we're ready
for some good competition," said
Holbert.
The Toreros completely domi
nated every facet of the game
against San Jose State. USD
opened up a decisive 49-28
halftime lead and never looked
Photo by Norm Choi
back.
Dondi Bell contributed to the
Anthony Thomas #34 rattles the rim.
cause with 17 points, Watson had
The Seahawks are returning four players
16, and Kelvin Woods 12.
The Toreros begin the tournament against from a team that finished 8-20 in the Colonial
Athletic Conference last season.
North Carolina at Wilmington tomorrow.

Torera hoops need help
by Bo Rothwell
"Continuing to Climb" may be the USD
women's basketball team's motto this year,
mt they have yet to leave the ground.
The Toreras traveled to Arizona in an atempt to rebound from last week's loss to
IDSU. They returned to San Diego after
uffering losses to Arizona (74-72) and Ariona State (76-68).
USD took a halftime lead of 35-34 in their
;ame against Arizona, in front of 1,460 fans.
Jespite senior foward Cristi English's peronal best 20 points and 10 rebounds, the
foreras were unable to hold their lead.
San Diego (0-3) was once again plagued
vith poor shooting (.429) from the field and

was unable to stop Arizona's center Kim
Conway. Conway finished the game with 17
points in 26 minutes of play.
In their game against Arizona State, the
Toreras saw another half-time lead slip away.
USD came out on fire in the first half, hitting
53.3% of their shots.
Costly turnovers kept the game close until
the second half. Arizona was able to take
advantage of theseerrors (23 in the game) by
hitting 54.8% of their field goal attempts.
The Toreras field goal percentage slumped
to 29.2% in the second half as their oppo
nents continued to take advantage of Torera
miscues. In an effort to maintain the pace,
continued on page 19

SAVE ON CONVERTIBLE BACK PACKS
FOR THE HOLIDAYS
WA 65 REG. $119.99 NOW 79.99
WA 63 REG. 129.99 NOW 89.99
WA 68 REG. 139.99 NOW 99.99
INTERNAL ALUMINUM FRAMES
DUPONT CORDURA • LIFETIME WARRANTY
"FAMOUS TRAILS" - "MEI" - "EAGLE CREEK"
"EASTPAK" ALL AT LOW DISCOUNT PRICES

UCSD USD LOYOLA SDSU CAL
STANFORD UCI USC SJS

Squauu Valley US
pee. 15-b

$229
PRICE INCLUDES
•
•
•
•

3 days lift tickets at Squaw Valley
3 nights hotel/casino
roundtrip bus transportation
nightly activities - dance party, gambling, etb.
T-shirt, ski race &. award ceremony, 1 year
subscription to Powder or Snow boarder Magazine,

-CONTACTJERRY MC NAMARA
688-3966

$40 DEPOSIT DUE MONDAY, DEC. 10
$189 BALANCE DUE BY MONDAY, JAN. 14

; Over 2000 travel books & maps, lug• gage, packs, carts, money belts, passI port holders, neck pillows, voltage
• convenors.
HUNDREDS OF GIFT IDEAS

rsgielerJLOefl®*

TRAVEL BOOKS, MAPS
LUGGAGE & ACCESSORIES

1539 Garnet, Pacific Beach 483-1421
Mon-Fri 10a.m.-8 p.m. Sat & Sun 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

L.A. Ski s Sun Tours
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Mnnitk Cluk
This season we're welcoming back our frequent
skiers with the new "Mammoth Club Card.* " Now
you can ski Mammoth and June throughout the year at
a special frequent skier rate. Purchase the Mammoth
Club Card for $59 and you can buy lift tickets at Mam
moth or June Mountains for $25 a day anytime. The
Club also provides you discounts on airfare, lodging,
merchandise, race clinics and more. The more you ski
the more you save! Enjoy our two spectacular moun
tains served by 38 lifts with, over 180 trails and up to
3,100 vertical feet of fantastic skiing terrain.
Make plans now to escape to Mammoth and June
midweek. It's the best way to experience our moun
tains. An environment where wide open trails give you
more time to challenge our mountains over and over.

a day

Sign me up for the Club!
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• Send me the free Mammoth Vacation Planner
• Yes, I've enclosed my $59payment, I want totake advantage of
the Mammoth Club Card.

Name
Address.

_ST.

City

.Zip.

Phone
• Check • Money Order • Visa • M/C • AMX
CCNo.

•

•

Expiration Date:
Signature

Send to: Box 24, Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546 (619) 934-2571.
"The Mammoth Club Card is non-transferable.
Good 1990-91 season only.
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Mammoth Mountain
Ski it to believe it!
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Jerry Watson
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The University of San Diego rugby club(right) and the University of Southern California squad (left) lock up.

Torero rugby ties Trojans
by Rich Mathews
and Bret Lindeman
This Saturday USD Rugby played USC for
the last match of the fall semester. The two
matches were divided, one tie and one win.
The first game started with a thrilling try for
the Toreros; scored in the first few minutes
byMattZack. Rough play continued as USD
dominated over USC in the scrums.
Later in the first half, Rob Rhodes scored
the second try for USD, exciting the team to
continue the attack. The Toreros' honorable
Jeff "Beaver" LeBlanc scored both conver
sion kicks for USD, giving the Toreros 12

points. USC Rugby counterattacked with
four penalty kicks of their own, leaving the
score 12-12.
The scoring in thesecond half slowed down.
With many near misses in trys and penalty
kicks, USD did not score to beat the Trojans
as expected. The robust play ended with the
scores even.
USD Rugby won the second game, 18-3.
Like the first game, the second game was
characterized by rough, exciting play.

Torera hoops look for first win
Continued from page 17
USD started launching shots from 3-point
range. This, however, was ineffective as
they managed to hit just one of 11 shots from
beyond the "trey" line.
Sophomore center Chris Enger led the
Toreras with 13 points and 17 rebounds.
Head Coach Kathy Marpe has high hopes for
Enger. "I look for her to dominate inside
defensively and becomea consistent scoring
threat."
Joining Enger as returning starters are sen
ior Molly Hunter and junior Lynda Jones, a
WCC Honorable Mention last year. Both arc
forwards and combined for 15.8 points per
game, making the Toreras tough in the paint
this year.

mm,

Both of last year's starting guards gradu
ated, but Angie Straub, a sophomore who
played 27 games last year, has taken over the
point guard position.
"Angie gives us quickness and athletic
ability at the point guard," stated Marpe.
Junior Debbie Gollnick, who last year ro
tated between guard and forward, has claimed
the position of shooting guard. Her scoring
average thus far (6.7) is higher than her best
game (six points) last year.
San Diego heads to Oregon this weekend in
the hopes of winning the Oregon State Clas
sic. San Jose State (USD's first opponent),
Idaho State, and host Oregon State will also
fight for the championship.

George Hurley, Anton Assaadd, and even
Jim Parker, one of USD's coveted coaches,
scored the three trys for the Toreros.
Dan "The Boot" Davis scored all three
conversions, each attempt celebrated by
Dan'sowndance—"the rugby shuffle". USC
scored one
penalty kick in the game, giving the Toreros
a decisive victory.
Next Semester on January 26th USDRugby
kicks off its first home game of the spring
season to clash with Redlands.

MIDNIGHT EXAM CRAM

Copley Library
EXTENDED HOURS
MIDNIGHT CLOSING

December 7th till 20th every night!
Fridays & Saturdays included!
Student Representatives on Library Committee:
Undergrad: Carrie Krueger,
x4715
Grad:
Deirdre Gaughan, x2635

Kelly's Pub
Old T o w n

SUM

Over 50 name brands & 3,000 frames in stock from $5 to $800

Line Music Tuesday thru Sunday
Classic Rock & Blues
M o n d a y N i g h t F o o t b a l l - $1 p i n t s B u d & L i t e

USD COUPON

Sunday Niyhts - 8-12 - Irish Nights
Pat Hamilton sings Irish fauorites

• Special orders
• Replacement parts
• Goggles

G u i n e s s , B a s s , & Harp o n d r a f t

• Binoculars

Expires 1/3/91
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 1'-S

The San Diego Padres went into the
winter meetings with a song and a
prayer. Luckily, they still have a song
in their hearts, because they've lost in
the prayer department.
It seems that most of the good play
ers went to teams willing to spend a
little money. TheSan FranciscoGiants
got Willie McGee, the Dodgers got
Kevin Gross, and thePadres traded for
Oscar Azocar. Who?
One of the Padres' most consistent
and best players, Benito Santiago, is
becoming pretty mad because Joe
Mcllvaine isn't signing him toa multiyear contract.
The Padres have already angered
Tony Gwynn with a very minimal
contract. Look for Oscar Azocar to be
the backbone of the Padres in upcom
ing years. Who?
The San Diego Sockers are in last
place in the MSL. They are three and
a half games behind Tacoma. It is ru
mored thatOscar Azocar may besigned
to give the team a lift Who?
The Los Angeles Clippers are doing
well. They are at 8-8. They want to
make a move to acquire Oscar Azocar
to improve their offense. Who?

1535 Camino Del Mar
Street Level • ?92-9211_

1 /2 price burgers
Thursdays

2 2 2 2 S a n D i e g o flue. /
S o u t h o f Old T o w n f l u e . f
543-9767
V

N
Tl*b & Chips
*3-95
j
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The Bench Warmer

To the rim!!!

Sports Trivia Five
1) What NFL team has the best record of
this season?
2) Who did LMU lose to in the NCAA
basketball tournament last year.?
3) What are the colors of the NY Giants
football team?
4) Name in order, the three consecutive
Oakland A'srecipiants of the AL Rookie
of the Year during the 1980's?
5) How long is aregulation NFL football
field?

photo by Norm Choi

Oh what a feeling...USD Rugby

Bo and Hardy pick'em

Answers to last week'squestions: 1) yes
2) USD 3) Andre The Giant 4)Oklahoma, LMU, USIU 5) 3

Win a free large pizza, submit your
answers to the VISTA Sports Box.
Last week's winner: Pete Rose
VISTA editors, staff, and families are
not eligible for the drawing.
Answers to this week's trivia will ap
pear in next week's VISTA.

Thomas Boswell's 99
Reasons Why Baseball
Is Better Than
Football:
18) Nineinningsmeanseighlcen chances
at the hot dog line. Two halves means
BYO or go hungry.
32) Face masks. Right away we've got a
clue something might be wrong. A guy
can go 80mph on a Harley without a
helmet, much less a face mask.

Chris Berman Nicknames:
Jeff Ballard "of a Thin Man"
Will "The Natural" Clark

Last week Season record Season %
65%
90-48
Bo Rothwell
11-3
64%
88-50
Hardy Kalisher 7-7

Home

Away

Indianapolis
vs
Houston
vs
NY Giants
vs
Pittsburgh
vs
Atlanta
vs
Cincinnati
vs
Green Bay (Milw.) vs
Washington
vs
Kansas City
vs
Philadelphia
vs
LA Rams
vs
Detroit
vs
Dallas, NY Jets
San Diego, Tampa Bay

Buffalo
Cleveland
Minnesota
New England
Phoenix
San Francisco
Seattle
Chicago
Denver
Miami
New Orleans
LA Raiders
open date
open date

Rothwell

Kalisher

Buffalo
Houston
NY Giants
Pittsburgh
Phoenix
Cincinnati
Green Bay
Washington
Kansas City
Philadelphia
LA Rams
LA Raiders

Indianapolis
Houston
NY Giants
Pittsburgh
Atlanta
San Francisco
Green Bay
Washington
Kansas City
Miami
LA Rams
LA Raiders

Torero Athletes of the Week
Women's
In her home state of Arizona, 6'-3" senior
Christi English carried the USD women's
basketball team against the University of
Arizona in a 74-72 losing effert.
She led the team in average points scored
per game last week with 13.
English has moved up to ninth on the Toreras all-time rebound list with 389 boards.

Men's
USD's 6'4" senior forward Anthony Tho
mas is having a senior year beyond what he
expected. Going 10-for-10 from the field, a
USD record, against San Jose Stae Univer
sity was one of his credentials for being
named winning WCC Player of the Week.
Last week's totals from the field for
Thomas were 24-of-34 for a 70.6 percent.
From the free throw line he was 10-of-l1.

Christi English #50

Anthony Thomas #34

"You say it's your birthday"
Johnny Bench is 43 on Dec. 7
Larry Bird is 34 on Dec. 7

Did you know that
today in 1987...

Edmonton's Wayne Gretzky scores
three goals in the first period in a 10-4
win over Minnesota, for an NHL-record
43rd career hat trick. Gretzky will add
two more to give him five in a game for
the fourth time in hiscareer. A sixth goal
is disallowed by referee Paul Stewart,
who overules the goal judge; television
replays show that the goal judge was
correct.

Wait one second! Somebody
switched the normal coffee we drink
with some other brand.
No, it's notFoldgers. It's fast-action
Torero men's basketball. I what you're
thinking, "fast-action USD Torero
men's basketball" is an oxymoron. Last
year it was, this season the Toreros are
hot
You want three pointers? USD's
shooting, and making them.
How about a little time on the rim?
Plenty of dunks to be found when the
Toreros are melting the court.
It may seem like some chemical
substitute and within a few games you
think that USD will switchback to their
normal cream.
Sorry, that old cream is sour and this
new game is fresh. The Toreros have
openedup their game and it's going to
take them all the way toMarch Madness.
I don't know what head coach Hank
Egan did with center Dondi Bell during
the off-season, but somebody cut more
than his hair. It seems the laces tying
his feet together last season stayed at
the barber, too.
Bell's massive6'9" 240-pound frame
is a dominating force inside the key. In
17 minutes against San Jose State
University, Bell scored 17 points, four
of them rim rattling dunks.
Coach Egan hasanotherstellar athlete
on the court this year. "The Warrior,"
Anthony Thomas, scored 66 points in
the Toreros last 4 games for a average
of 16.5.
According to Egan, the 6'6" forward
is the quickest jumper he'sever coached.
Thomas is bringing USD fans to their
feet faster than anyone else. Hasanyone
else?
The most exciting thing about Thomas
is that he has only begun to contribute
his fullest to the team. Is he holding out
on us? No. It just seems that Egan is
saving Thomas for more important
games later in the season, when he'll
really run rampant on his opponents.
Against SJSU, Thomas was lOforlO
from thefloor and netted two free throws
for a team leading 22 points.
Two of the points came when he
received a backdoor pass from junior
Reed Watson. Thomas finished the
play with a dominating sky dunk.
Thomas had two more dunks in the
night and a Toreros team high six
rebounds.
A year ago Rameon Witt was part of
the USD Basketball team, behind the
glamor of playing on the court, as the
team manager.
Witt had a goal, to play for the USD
Toreros, and he scored his first NCAA
three pointer against Pomona-Pitzer
College, Wednesday.
Three cheers for sophomore guard
Witt
I've tasted the new coffee Egan is
offering us this season, and I say "fill it
to the rim."
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The All-Leroy team IM DISTINCTIONS
A-League
1st Team Offense
Alan Trafton (Chosen Ones)
Brian Letofsky (Lawdogs)
Scott Laws (Lawdogs)
Brian Dorsey (Madden Maniacs)
Sean Gousha (Buch Shaw)
Todd Jordan (Chosen Ones)
Romee Viado (No Ka Oi)
Casey Connelly (Scroats R Us)

2nd Team Offense
Jim Knapp (Chosen Ones)
Steve Stumpfle (Buck Shaw)
Scott Dali (Madden Maniacs)
Bil McNeal (Scroats R Us)
John Holland (Madden Maniacs)
Greg Koonze (Law Dogs)
Jim Newis (Chosen Ones)
Kel Ide (No Ka Oi)

1st Team Defense
2nd Team Defense
Devin Bundy (Chosen Ones)
Eric Wahl (Chosen Ones)
K.C. Gallagher (Chosen Ones)
Brenden Bradley (Madden Maniacs)
Troy Wicker (Chosen Ones)
Jim Neely (Madden Maniacs)
Marty Munn (Purple Helmets)
Tony Scavarka (Chosen Ones)
Kevin Hanano (No Ka Oi)
Bryan Day (Purple Helmets)
Joe Sciscento (Law Dogs)
Vince Pandes (No Ka Oi)
Mark Crisci (Madden Maniacs)
Daron Watts (Whatever Dude)
Pat Connelly (Law Dogs)
MVP: Sean Gousha (Buck Shaw)
B-League
Offense
Mike Holmes (Something Fierce)
Mike Hoerr (Delts)
Tony Manfredi (Delts)
Dave West (3rd West Crew II)
Jack Markley (Positive Vibrations)
Eric Gunn (Magnificent 7)
Jimmy Scarcelli (Whatever Dude)
Darren Miller (Something Fierce)

Defense
Blaine Caya (3rd West Crew)
T.P. McCabe (Whatever Dude)
Gaston Pavlovich (Sigma Pi)
Doug Neary (Sigma Pi)
Kevin Straight (Sigma Pi)
Brad Klos (Sigma Chi)
Bob Maggiore (Whatever Dude)
John Xitco (Postive Vibration)

MVP: Dave West (3rd West Crew II)

(November 26- December 2)
MENS (A) FLAG FOOTBALL
Game of the Week: Buck Shaw vs Law
Dogs
Team of the Week: Buck Shaw
Player of the Week: Sean Gousha (Buck
Shaw)

MENS (B) 3X3 BASKETBALL
Game of the Week: Elvis, Donut, and Dago
vs American Sportsmen
Team of the Week: Elvis, Donut, and Dago
Player of the Week: Chris McDonough
(Elvis, Donut, and Dago)

MENS (B) DOUBLES TENNIS
Match of the Week: S and T vs Spooky
Team of the Week: Spooky
Player of the Week: Dave Rosenthal
(Spooky)

MENS SPEED SOCCER
Game of the Week: Chosen Ones vs It's a
Given
Team of the Week: Chosen Ones
Player of the Week: Jeff Whaley (Chosen
Ones)

MENS (A) 3X3 BASKETBALL
Game of the Week: Hawkeyesvs Pi Kappa
Chi
Team of the Week: Pi Kappa Chi
Player of the Week: Alan Trafton (Pi Kappa
Chi)

MENS INDOOR SOCCER
Game of the Week: Chosen Ones vs PKT
Skoads
Team of the Week: PKT
Player of the Week: Tony Yatsko (PKT
Skoads)

50-1 Odds; See Ya?
Football
Championship
by Leroy Hughes
Whoever bet on Buck Shaw to take the Aleague championship at 50-1 odds is very
happy after this weekend.
As 7 point underdogs, Buck Shaw beat the
defending champions, Lawdogs, 24-14.
Lawdogs won the toss and decided to go on
offense first. The Dogs took their opening
possession 70 yards in 9 minutes and scored
their first touchdown when Brian Letofsky
hit Scott Laws. Joe Sciscento caught the 2point conversion from Letofsky. Unfortu
IM NOTE: Last chance to catch an IM
Innertubc Water Polo Game - The cham
pionship match between Delta Tube
Delta and PresidioPatrons will beplayed
this Sunday at 2:00 PM. The Delts arc a
4 goal favorite.

[Romantic
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nately for Lawdogs, Buck Shawdidn'tneed
9 minutes to score. All they needed was one
play when Sean Gousha hit Jim Keen on a 70
yard bomb.
Buck Shaw would stop Lawdogs on their
next two offensive possessions while adding
two more touchdowns when Gousha hit
AaronMiller and Steve Stumpfle. Down 188, Letofsky found Taylor Pillsbury in the
corner of the end zone for the touchdown,
making the score 18-14. That would be as
close as the Dogs would get as Buck Shaw
added another touchdown on a Sean Gousha
run late in the first half. That's right, the first
half. Thescorewas24-14athalftime. It was
also the final score because neither team was
able to score in the second half. This victory
earned Buck Shaw the distinction as Mens
Intramural Flag Football Champions!
Editor's note:
Well, here we arc at last. Theendofthe
semester and finals are approaching and
I have this little space to fill with
whatever junk I can invent.
I thought to myself, 'Bo, nobody would
ever read asmall note from the IM editor
(or any note from the IM editor for that
matter), so why not go out on a limb and
just tell the world what you think. After
all, what's the worst they can do-fire
me?
However, I thought it is somewhat
unfair of me to think nobody would read
such comments. So, I will give the
world a chance. If anyone tells me they
have read this, then I will not, I repeat,
not unleash my cruel comments on the
poor souls of USD.
Before I forget, John Gillis will replace
me as IM editor nextsemester. Well, he
will if he ever decides to keep an
appointment with me. Thanks, John, for
being here at 6pm on Monday night.
One last though before I stop. Check
out Bo and Hardy Pick'em. Two points
to note: 1) who has the better record and
2) who's name comes first. Justfoodfor
thought!
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Delts take third title
Fraternity
Participation
Award
by Andy Berg
Since its inception, the IM depart
ment's Fraternity Participation and
Sportsmanship Award has been the
private domain of Delta Tau Delta.
This semester was certainly no
exception as the Delts easily won
their third straight title.
Such was their domination that
the Delts compiled more points

(119) than the other three fraterni
ties combined. The Delts did it by
participating in all events but CoRec Volleyball and Powder Puff
Football - an amazing show of
involvcmentandenthusiasm. Were
it not for some problems in tennis
and 3x3 basketball, the Delts would
have easily eclipsed last Spring's
record total of 124 points.
Finishing second was the surprise
team of the semester, Phi Kappa
Theta. When last seen in the
Spring, the Phi Kapps were strug
gling to finish in the positive col
umn. This time around they fin
ished with a very respectable 52
points.

3 X 3 basketball playoff update
The Latest Line

If the Phi Kapps were the pleasant
surprise of the Fall, Sigma Chiwas
the disappointment. Originally it
was thought that this fraternity
would be consistently on top.
However, things have not worked
out that way and this semester
Sigma Chi fell to an all time low of
28 points.
Sigma Pi must have had other
plans for the fall, because their
participation was limited to one
team each in softball, hockey and
football. They did also sign-up a
Powder Puff Football team, but we
are still waiting for their arrival.
Sigma Pi finished the season in last
place with 27 points.

Final tennis champ is Spooky
Tennis
Championship
by Andy Berg
What do you call a team who
goes the entire season without
losing a set? One who outscored

four playoff opponents by the com
bined scoreof 72-18? Itcouldonly
be Spooky, and that's exactly what
the team of Ken Cook and Dave
Rosenthal are called. You could
also call them B-League Champi
ons.
In last week's championship
match, Spooky made a shambles
of a fine S and T squad, defeating
them 18-5. In singles, Cook de

feated Tracy Luphcr 6-3 and
Rosenthal beat Sean Tierney 62. The doubles set went 6-0 to
Spooky.
Opponents can only hope that
Spooky decides to try A-league
competition next fall. If they do,
those A-league teams better start
practicing. Spooky vs Torsten
and Juan - the prospects of such
a match seem very enticing.

A-League
TEAM
Doesn't Matter
Phi Slamma Jamma
Corpus Delecti
Phi Kappa Chi

ODDS
6-5
8-5
5-1
8-1

COMMENT
Jed looks to repeat
Have the most talent
Law students could surprise
Sophs look overmatched

B-League
TEAM
Free Ball in 2
Psychofunkahoopsters
Orphans
Elvis, Donut and Dago
Sweet

ODDS
3-5
2-1
9-2
5-1
10-1

COMMENT
Another shirt for Gillis
Name won't fit on wall
Should be homeless soon
Upset special
Couldn't even win football

Chosen Ones takes title
Speed Soccer
Championship
By Bo Rothwell
The Chosen Ones went into last
week's championship game confi
dent that they would avenge their
only blemish of the year, a 3-3 tie
against It's a Given. Their skill,
however, was not quite as high as
their confidence in the first half.
Ten minutes into the game, It's a
Given's Jason Jesurogo opened the
scoring with a shot past goalie Nick

Lizalde. JeffWhaley's first goalof
the game at 17:42 into the half tied
the game 1-1.
It's a Given looked to take a 2-1
halftime lead off of Jason Dunn's
goal, but Eric Deutsch scored with
just twenty-five seconds left in the
half to tie the game.
The game was decided in the first
five minutes of the second half when
The Chosen Ones scoredfour goals
within a period of two minutes and
16 seconds. The goals by Eric
Deutsch (at 1:38), Jeff Whaley
continued on page 23
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Doesn't Matter doesn't have any problems
Basketball
Play-offs
by Kristin Curry
In A-Ieague Doesn't Matter easily made it
to the semi-final round. Jed Rucker and Skip
DiMuro had the plays going against
Metaphysixx to win 15-4,15-6.
Pi Kappa Chi didn't have things quite as
easy in their game against Hawkeyes. Malcom McGee of Hawkeyes tried to keep
Hawkeyes together, but couldn't hold up to
the team of Alan Trafton and Dan Padrnosof
Pi Kappa Chi. Pi Kappa Chi earned them
selves a spot in the semi-finals beating
Hawkeyes 15-5, 14-16, 15-7. Money and
Social Malaise also went three games with
Jamie McCabe of Social Malaise and David
HuchofMoney getting their teams going. In
the end it was Money who came out the
winner 15-8,10-15,15-6. However,Money's
next game didn't go as they hoped when they
faced Corpus Delecti. Chris Hallegan and
Carl Johnson kept their team together and
looking strong with a victory of 15-6,15-5. It
was the same story for Delts I who didn't
have too much problem with their first game
but couldn't make it to the semi-finals. In
was Allan Lewisand John Pregenzer making
the shots to win their first game 15-6, 15-9
against Good Fellas. In the next round Delts
I couldn't do anything to stop Phi Slamma
Jamma. James Battaglia kept Phi Slamma
Jamma on fire to win their game 15-5,15-8
and gain them a spot in the semis.
In B-league, Gerbil Stuffers started out the
action with Ryan Stow leading his team
against Social Phopas. It was a victory for
the Gerbil Stuffers 16-14,15-13 but didn't
last in their next game. Free Ball in 2 put the
Gerbil Stuffers down with no problems. It
was a quick 15-6,15-5 win for Free Ball in
2. Their next opppnent was 3rd West Crew

Speed soccer finals
continued from page 22
(3:22), Chris Bernhoft (3:45) and Sarkis
Beudjetuan (3:54) put the victory in the bank
for The Chosen Ones.
Mark Thiebach scored his lone, token goal
with just three minutes left in the game to
finish It's a Given off, 7-2. The Chosen
Ones took the championship shirt, the Sub
way sandwich, and their revenge in the final
game of the season.

H who beat Err-Guys in the first round.
Chris Grimshaw led 3rd West Crew II to
15-7, 15-8 win over Err-Guys. Now 3rd
West Crew H faced Free Ball in 2, the #1
ranked team. It was closer than Free Ball in
2 would have liked but they kept things
togethertowin 15-13,15-13. JohnGillisand
Darryl Jackson were making the shots for
Free Ball in 2.
In the next game Elvis, Donut and Dago
easily put down Hickory's Homies with
Todd Miccio and MattBlauvelt leading Elvis,
Donut and Dago to win 15-7, 15-8. The
American Sportsmen had to put out a little
more effort against Lounge Lizards. Phil
Isbell of American Sportsmen led his team
to the next round 15-12, 15-12 despite the
efforts of Jim Gray of Lounge Lizards.
Now it was Elvis, Donut and Dago against
American Sportsmen. After the first game
it looked like American Sportsmen had it
wrapped up with Bryan Day and Tom Shea
However, Chris
not missing a shot
McDonough and Will Polimadei turned the
game around to win 6-15,15-12,15-7.
The Orphans made their way to the semi
finals winning both of their games. Louis
Bertsche led Orphans to their first victory
over In Need of a Forward 15-7, 15-8. In
the next game Maher Mayhem couldn't
keep up and Ian Lockhon gave Orphans a
15-6, 15-10 win. Mike Hogan and Reef
Wilson of Delts III tried to get their team a
win but John Fetters kept Golden State
going to win 15-13,15-8. In the next game
Golden State was up against
Psychofunkahoopsters with Jon Breznikar
and Quin Campbell of Golden State against
Steven Hool and Devin Lee of Psychofunka
hoopsters.
Psychofunkahoopsters pulled it out with a
15-8, 15-13 victory. Sweet and Heirs to
Jordan had a tight game but Barry Ponticello and Scott Pyzant pulled Sweet ahead
for a 15-11,15-13 victory victory.
Look next week for the results of the last
quarter-final game plus the semis and finals.

Subway IM Game of the Week
The IM department would like to take
this opportunity to thank the Subway
Sandwich Corporation for their contin
ued support and sponsorship of the IM
Game of the Week. In last week's final
match of the season, the Chosen Ones
exploded for five second half goals to
break open a close game and defeat It's
a Given 7-2. The victory gave the speed
soccer champions the final 3 foot party
sandwich of the fall semester.
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Spring 1991 IM Schedule
5-Week Leagues
Event
Mens Softball
Co-Rec Softball
Mens Floor Hockey
Co-Rec Flag Football
Co-Rec Soccer
Mens 5x5 Basketball

Starting Date
February 17
February 17
February 16
February 23
February 23
March 4

Playing Days
Sundays
Sundays
Saturdays/Sunday
Saturdays
Sundays
Mon/Tue/Wed

3-Week Leagues
Event
Mens/Womens Indoor Soocer
Mens/Womens 4x4 Volleyball
Co-Rec 4x4 Volleyball
Mens/Womens Singles Tennis
Co-Rec Innertube Water Polo

Starting Date
February 12
February 11
March 6
March 25
April 6

Playing Days
Tue/Wcd/Thurs
Mon/Wed
Wed/Thurs
Mon/Tue/Wed
Saturdays

One-Day Special Events
Event
3x3 Multi Sport Tournament
Womens Soccer Tournament
Womens Ultimate Frisbee Tournament
Individual Sports Day
Midnight Bowling
USD Beach Sports Day
Women's Floor Hockey Tournamnet
Scramble Golf

PKT Skoads prevent Chosen Ones
from doubling their soccer pleasure
Indoor Soccer
Championship
by Bo Rothwell
The Chosen One's followed their 7-2
speed soccer win with a 5-3 victory in their
indoor socccer semi-final game. They
defeated a strong Sigma Chi team last
Thursday and headed into Tuesday's final
game undefeated.
The Chosen Ones took a 1-0 lead on an
early goal by Mark Thiebach. Sigma Chi
bounced back when Craig Utterson scored
with seven minutes left in the half. Jeff
Whaley gave The Chosen Ones a 2-1
halftimc lead when he found the net with
just a minute left to play.
Utterson scored twice more in thesecond
half, but it was not enough for the Chi's.
Three different The Chosen Ones scored
in the second half to lead their team into the
finals.
PKT Skaods faced The Chosen Ones in
the finals as decisive underdogs. It wasn't
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quite a Buster Dougles/Mike Tyson
matchup, but all of the "experts" picked
The Chosen Ones.
The first half was tight as PKT talhed the
only score on a Troy Wicker shot from
Tony Yatsko. The Chosen Ones had
several good opportunities, but the PKT
always hussled back to prevent their
opponents from scoring.
With so many shots, The Chosen Ones
were bound to score. Three minutes into
the second half they finally did when Pat
Giblin rifled a Jeff Whaley pass into the
upper right corner.
PKT took the lead once again on an
unassisted goal by Yatsko at 16:30. Matt
Doust found Jason Robinson four minutes
later to increase PKT's lead to two goals.
With seven minutes left, The Chosen
One's Eric Deutsch brought his team within
a goal with his unassisted net-finder.
Each team had it's opportunities in the
next five minutes. With two minutes left,
The Chosen Ones began a barrage of shots.
The victors defense was prepared for the
challenage. Tony Yatskoput in alast second
goal as PKT won, 4-2.
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IM RANKINGS
As of 12-3-90
MEN'S SOFTBALL
1. Eight Around
2. Godfathers
3. Sigma Chi
4. Bringin the Wood
5. Knight Stalkers

7-1
7-1
5-2
3-4
3-3

CO-REC (B) VOLLEYBALL
1. It Takes Four
5-1
2. Free Agents IV
4-3
3. Free Agents II
4-1
4. T.O.H.O. 9
4-1
5. Hang Time
3-1

MIXED (B) TENNIS
1. Overkill
2. Slice and Dice
3. MandM
4. Drooler and Blondie
5. Paul and Dana

4-1
4-1
2-2
3-1
2-2

CO-REC SOFTBALL
1. Buy the Case Again
2. Rolling Donuts
3. Czars
4. Staff Infection
5. The Two Delts

5-0-1
5-3
4-1-1
5-2
3-3

MEN'S (A) FLAG FOOTBALL
1. Buck Shaw
4-3
2. Law Dogs
6-1
3. Chosen Ones
5-1
4. NoKaOi
5-2
5. Madden Maniacs
4-2

WOMEN'S (A) TENNIS
1. Double Shot
2. Jennifer and Tara
3. Douglas
4. Ducato

3-0
2-2
0-1
0-2

MEN'S FLOOR HOCKEY
1. Team Weasel
2. Team Morris
3. Hockey Inc.
4. Argonauts
5. Phi Kappa Theta

61
6-1
3-3-1
3-3-1
4-1-1

MEN'S (B) FLAG FOOTBALL
1. 3rd West II
5-1-1
2. Positive Vibrations
5-2
3. Whatever Dude
2-1-2
4. Something Fierce
3-2-1
5. Sigma Chi
2-2-1

WOMEN'S (B) TENNIS
1. Celina and Melina
2. Jen and Meg
3. Nicole and Nicole
4. Double O's
5. Beginners Duck

5-0
4-1
3-1
4-1
2-1

MEN'S SPEED SOCCER
1. Chosen Ones
2. It's a Given
3. Delts
4. PKT Skoads
5. Lounge Lizards

7-0-1
4-3-1
4-1
4-2
4-2-1

MEN'S (A) TENNIS
1. Torsten and Juan
2. Cumquat
3. Mishits
4. Boys from 4th East
5. We Paint the Lines

6-0
3-1
4-1
3-2
3-1

MEN'S INDOOR SOCCER
1. Chosen Ones
2. PKT Skoads
3. Sigma Chi
4. Sunshine and Friends
5. Little Beards

4-0
4-0
3-2
2-2-1
2-2

WATER POLO
1. Delta Tube Delta
2. Presidio Patrons
3. Floating P's
4. Wet and Wild
5. Sigma Chi

5-0
4-1
4-1
3-2
2-2

MEN'S (B) TENNIS
1. Spooky
2. S and T
3. Gross Net
4. 7 and 7
5. KappRats

7-0
5-2
4-2
4-2
4-1

MEN'S (A) 3X3 BASKETBALL
1. Doesn't Matter
4-0
2. Phi Slamma Jamma
4-0
3. Corpus Delecti
3-1
4. Pi Kappa Chi
3-1
5. Hawkeyes
2-2

CO-REC (A) VOLLEYBALL
1. KARCH's Revenge
6-0
2. Six Pack Rats
5-1
B. Blue Light
3-2
4. P-Tag
2-4
5. Tight Sets
3-1

MIXED (A) TENNIS
1. Love or Nothing
2. The Unseeded
3. LilMoanBo
4. Me N Max
5. Jenna and Torsten

6-0
4-2
2-1
2-2
1-2

MEN'S (B) 3x3 BASKETBALL
1. Free Ball In 2
5-0
2. Psychofunkahoopsters
5-0
3. Orphans
5-0
4. Elvis, Dnnut. and Dago
4-1
5. Sweet
3-1

Speed soccer
1st Team
Ed Kotnik (Sunshine and Friends) ^
C. Hardy Kalisher (Team Delt)
Sean Darcy (Little Beards)
Marc Thiebach (Chosen Ones)
Eric Deutsch (Chosen Ones)
Jeff Whaley (Chosen Ones)
Steve Lujan (Sigma Chi)
Tony Yatsko (PTK Skoads)

2nd Team
Brian Mitchell (Sunshine and
Friends)
Kevin McSweeney (Sunshine
and Friends)
Greg Leavey (Team Delt)
Matt Foote (Lounge Lizards)
Pat Giblin (Chosen Ones)
Brian McDonald (Sigma Chi)
John Vacante (It's a Given)
Mark Fenick (It's a Given)
Jason Jeguroge (It's a Given)
Co-MVP: Mark Thiebach and
Eric Deutsch

Indoor Soccer
1st Team
Craig Utterson (Sigma Chi)
Keith Green (Sigma Chi)
Marc Thiebach (Chosen Ones)
Eric Deutsch (Chosen Ones)
Tony Yatsko (PKT Skoads)
C. Hardy Kalisher (Delts)

2nd Team
David Kusmier (Little Beards)
Steve Lujan (Sigma Chi)
Erwin Sealley (Chosen Ones)
Will Boyd (PKT Skoads)
Brian Mitchell (Sigma Chi)
Bo Rothwell (Colision Course)
MVP: Keith Green
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